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Development of National Health Accounts in the Pacific and do not necessarily reflect the policies of the 
World Health Organization. 
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for governments of Members States in the Region and for those who participated in the Consultation on 
Support for the Development of National Health Accounts in the Pacific from 1 to 3 September 2009 in 
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SUMMARY 

The Consultation on Support for the Development of National Health Accounts in the Pacific was 
conducted in Nadi, Fiji from I to 3 September 2009, as part of a joint project of the Asian Development 
Bank (ADB) and the World Health Organization (WHO). The joint project, Strengthening Evidence
Based Policy-Making in the Pacific: Support for the Development of National Health Accounts, is being 
implemented from April 2009 to June 2010. The consultation was attended by 22 participants from 12 
Pacific island countries, together with a WHO health fmancing expert and the ADB-WHO Pacific 
National Health Accounts Project Coordinator. Observers from ADB and the Asia-Pacific National 
Health Accounts Network (APNHAN) participated and contributed to the discussions. 

The objectives of the consultation were: 

(1) to take stock of available resources that support current national health account (NHA) 
work in the Pacific; 

(2) to identify and agree on the additional NHA materials and other tools to be developed for 
the Pacific; and 

(3) to explore the feasibility of establishing an NHA subnetwork for the Pacific. 

Based on the experiences shared by countries in Asia and the Pacific, national health accounts are 
being used in the following ways: to assess geographic disparity in health spending; to examine 
allocation of health funds by disease and age group; to project future health financing requirements; and 
to review public health expenditure. The Pacific countries that participated in the meeting fall under three 
different stages ofNHA work: NHA institutionalized (Samoa and Tonga); NHA under construction (Fiji, 
Federated States of Micronesia, Papua New Guinea and Vanuatu); and NHA under discussion (Cook 
Islands, Kiribati, Nauru, Palau, Solomon Islands and Tuvalu). Each of these groups of countries provided 
updates on NHA work and described NHA activities planned for the future. 

The consultation meeting accomplished the following: identified the resources that can support 
NHA work in Pacific island countries, focusing on data sources for NHA components that are difficult to 
estimate (Objective I); identified types of support that will be developed by the joint ADB-WHO Pacific 
NHA project su(h as standardized templates and technical guidelines. NHA learning modules, research 
on NHA policy uses and NHA advocacy materials (Objective 2); and obtained feedback on the 
usefulness and feasibility of a Pacific NHA subnetwork and identified the need for further discussion 
about long-term organizational arrangement, ensuring continuity and ensuring all members benefit from 
the subnetwork (Objective 3). 



I. INTRODUCTION 

WHO has been supporting the work on information and evidence for effective health 
policy- and decision-making, specifically through the development of reliable health accounts in 
the Pacific. Currently, Pacific island countries rely mainly on public financing for health 
services, but analyses are needed to support adequate allocation of funds to public health 
intervention. The Asian Development Bank's Pacific strategy similarly supports improving 
policy formulation and health systems performance in the region. National health accounts 
(NHA) is an internationally accepted tool that can support health sector policy-making, 
monitoring and evaluation. NHA provide comprehensive data on health expenditures to track 
funds by sources of fmancing and uses by different health providers to deliver various types of 
health services. 

The importance ofNHA is well recognized among Pacific island countries. As of2007, 
Fiji, the Federated States of Micronesia, Papua New Guinea, Samoa, Tonga and Vanuatu had 
produced NHA reports. Tonga and Samoa now carry out NHA routinely. 

Discussions at an NHA meeting hosted by WHO in Sydney in November 2007 elicited a 
demand for a regional technical assistance programme to support NHA development in the 
Pacific. In view of the above, ADB and WHO reached an agreement in November 2008 to 
implement ajoint project and a memorandum of understanding was signed on 5 March 2009. 
The project started in May 2009 and will be implemented until June 2010. WHO is the 
responsible agency to execute the project together with a selected consulting firm. A project 
coordinator, under the supervision of ADB and the WHO Regional Office for the Western 
Pacific, is responsible for day-to-day coordination and management of project activities. A series 
of technical meetings is planned over the duration of the project. 

As part of project implementation, a Consultation on Support for the Development of 
National Health Accounts in the Pacific was held from I to 3 September 2009 in Nadi, Fiji. 

The objectives of the meeting were: 

(l) to take stock of available resources that support current NHA work in the Pacific; 

(2) to identify and agree on the additional NHA materials and other tools to be 
developed for the Pacific; and 

(3) to explore the feasibility of establishing an NHA subnetwork for the Pacific. 

The meeting was attended by 22 participants from 12 Pacific island countries, primarily 
government officials involved in policy-making and technical aspects of developing national 
health accounts. Representatives from ADB and the Asia-Pacific National Health Accounts 
Network (APNHAN) participated and contributed to the discussions and the output of the 
meeting. The agenda, timetable, list of participants, opening remarks of the WHO Regional 
Director, and a description of meeting objectives and structure are shown in Annexes 1 to 5, 
respectively. 
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2. PROCEEDINGS 

2.1 The ADB-WHO Pacific NHA Project 

The complete project title is Strengthening Evidence-Based Policy-Making in the Pacific: 
Support for the Development of National Health Accounts. The main objective of the project is 
to support and facilitate the development, production and institutionalization of national health 
accounts in Pacific island countries. 

The ADB-WHO Pacific NHA Project has four main components. Component I will 
develop NHA regional resources and standardized materials and templates adapted to the Pacific 
context. Component 2 will support the conduct ofNHA in three pilot countries, specifically Fiji, 
the Federated States of Micronesia and Vanuatu, where the fust round ofNHA had previously 
been estimated with WHO technical support. The products of Component I will be tested and 
refined in the course ofNHA work in the three countries. Component 3 will establish a Pacific 
NHA subnetwork and develop Pacific-specific NHA learning and training modules. And finally, 
Component 4 will undertake research and capacity-building activities on NHA use for policy. 
Please refer to Annex 6 for more details on the project. 

2.2 Role ofNHA in evidence base for policy 

Various experiences in using ofNHA in policy in the Asia-Pacific region were described 
(Annex 7). Three general observations were made. First, experience showed that regular use and 
demand for NHA data were important and necessary for sustained NHA production in a country. 
Second, experience also showed that NHA numbers usually need to be combined with other non
financial data for policy analysis. The way that NHA data are presented matters - that is, NHA 
tables alone are not always useful to policy-makers. And third, the link between NHA statistics 
and policy is not a direct one. 

A number of examples of the usefulness of health accounts data were given. In Indonesia, 
data were used to assess health systems performance and to identify problems. In Hong Kong 
(China) health accounts data were the basis for the projections of future health fmancing 
requirements. In Sri Lanka, health accounts data were used to assess geographic disparity in 
health spending and allocation by disease and age group, and for public expenditure review. 
Country uses ofNHA are varied. New different uses have emerged and are expected to evolve as 
more countries produce and use NHA. 

2.3 Reports on NHA in the Pacific 

Countries participating in the consultation were grouped according to the three stages of 
NHA development: 

(I) NHA developed and institutionalized - Samoa and Tonga (Group I) 

(2) NHA under construction - Fiji, Federated States of Micronesia, Papua New Guinea 
and Vanuatu (Group 2) 

(3) NHA under discussion - Cook Islands, Kiribati, Nauru, Palau, Solomon Islands and 
Tuvalu (Group 3). 
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The countries in Group 1, being the most advanced, reported on policy uses ofNHA 
(Annex 8). The countries in Group 2 reported on their first round ofNHA production (Annex 9). 
The countries in Group 3 described prospects of starting NHA (Annex 10). The country 
presentations were intended to provide updates on NHA activities in the Pacific and to set the 
context for identifying support that will facilitate work in countries that are starting NHA and in 
countries moving towards institutionalization. The experiences shared were useful for examining 
motivations and rationale for starting and sustaining NHA production, and for determining what 
approaches/processes have worked in the Pacific context and which ones need improving. 

2.3.1 NHA evidence for policy 

2.3.1.1 Samoa 

NHA work in Samoa started in 1998 with the Ministry of Health as lead agency and with 
support from the World Bank. The Ministry of Health has produced its sixth round ofNHA. 
Samoa's NHA has been used to answer a number of health financing policy questions and to 
achieve concrete policy actions. NHA data contributed towards: (I) the development of Samoa's 
National Medicines Policy 2008; (2) the decision to set up facilities for advanced medical 
diagnostic services (i.e. CAT scan unit in 2008); (3) the review of the country's Overseas 
Treatment (OVT) Policy; (4) the development of the 2008-2018 Health Sector Plan; (5) the shift 
in expenditure allocation priorities back to Primary Health Care (Le. Public Health Bill and draft 
Non-Communicable Disease Policy; (6) the proposal for a compulsory MEDISAVE scheme; and 
(7) the review of cost recovery and other revenue-generating mechanisms for health. 

2.3.1.2 Tonga 

NHA reports for fiscal years 200112002, 2003/2004 and 2005/2006 have been completed 
for Tonga. Additionally, a subaccount for noncommunicable diseases (NCD) has also been 
completed. NHA activities in Tonga are carried out by the Ministry of Health. Key NHA and 
subaccounts results have led to the implementation of a number of policies, including: 
(1) revision of health facility fee schedules; (2) regulation and control of traditional medicine; 
(3) regulation and control of drug consumption and quality of pharmaceutical products; 
(4) new policy for use of public facilities by private providers; (5) harmonization of donor funds; 
(6) coordination ofNCD spending by various payers; and (7) reduction of government budget 
allocation for overseas treatment. 

2.3.2 First-round NHA experience 

2.3.2.1 Fiji 

Preparation for Fiji's first round ofNHA (2004/2005) took about five months to complete 
and was supported by WHO. The pilot estimation was done by the Ministry of Health. There was 
adequate training on data collection but no intensive training on NHA methodology. Some 
lessons learnt and issues encountered that need to be addressed in succeeding rounds ofNHA 
activities include: (1) conduct of the first round was made possible by external technical 
assistance and, thus, local resources need to be mobilized (i.e. budget allocation) to sustain NHA 
work in the future; (2) staff trained during the first round are nearly all gone, which means the 
Ministry of Health needs to establish a permanent home for NHA and to put in place a strategy 
for knowledge-transfer and/or continuous capacity-building; and (3) good quality data from 
government sources was not difficult to obtain but more work is needed to improve access to 
comprehensive, good quality data from nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), donors and 
private sector providers. 
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2.3.2.2 Federated States of Micronesia 

The 2005 NHA estimates were completed in seven months by the Division of Health, 
Ministry of Health and Social Affairs with technical assistance from WHO. The fIrst NHA 
workshop in the Federated States of Micronesia was held in November 2006, data were collected 
from December 2006 to March 2007, and NHA training and estimation workshops were held in 
April and May 2007. NHA results were presented in a dissemination seminar at the end of May 
2007. Lessons learnt from the fIrst round ofNHA include: (I) good institutional links that 
facilitated data collection in the fIrst round should be maintained to sustain future data collection; 
(2) dedicated staffIng is critical and time allocation to NHA work should committed 
administratively; and (3) limited capacity-building during the fIrst round revealed that sustained 
training is crucial to maintaining a core group of trained staff even with staff turnovers. 

2.3.2.3 Papua New Guinea 

Work on NHA in Papua New Guinea began in 2000 with the Ministry of Health as lead 
and with technical assistance from the World Bank. NHA data for the years 1998, 1999 and 2000 
were estimated. Despite the early start and recognized uses ofNHA, NHA production is still not 
routinely done in Papua New Guinea. The issues and constraints experienced during the fIrst 
round ofNHA activities include: (1) the NHA team consisted of temporarily assigned 
government staff (low staffIng commitment); (2) NHA activities were not assigned to a specific 
offIce; (3) additionally, because of (1) and (2), there was no systematic transfer ofNHA 
knowledge from staff who had been trained but had eventually left; (4) many data gaps were 
identified but the data collection activities to fill these gaps were ad hoc (no institutional 
development) and had no long-term funding commitment; and (5) institutional links for data 
collection were generally weak. These are some of the issues that Papua New Guinea needs to 
address in future rounds ofNHA activities. 

2.3.2.4 Vanuatu 

NHA estimates for the year 2005 were completed in July 2007. The data collection and 
estimation activities took six months and were supported by WHO. The Finance Unit of the 
Ministry of Health was responsible for NHA activities. Lessons learnt from the first round of 
NHA include: (1) lack of manpower assigned to the fIrst round of NHA revealed the need to 
commit adequate human resources in the succeeding rounds; (2) inadequate training on survey 
data collection and NHA methodology exposed the need for continuing capacity-building to 
sustain future NHA work; and (3) poor response rates uncovered the need to accompany data 
collection with NHA awareness activities. 

2.3.3 NHA prospects 

2.3.3.1 Cook Islands 

Cook Islands has a population of about 21 000 whose health care needs are served by six 
government hospitals, eight health centres, traditional healers (number unknown) and a few 
private providers. The Government is the main provider of health care, with some funds for 
health coming from donors and NGOs. An important area of health policy in Cook Islands is 
institutional strengthening of health systems. The NHA is viewed as a useful tool for evaluating 
the country's health system, including: (1) analysing allocation on key health activities; 
(2) assessing performance of health programmes against key health objectives; and (3) assessing 
country performance relative to other countries in the Pacific and the rest of the world. 
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2.3.3.2 Kiribati 

The estimated 94 000 people living in Kiribati obtain health care from three hospitals, 24 
health centres and 71 dispensaries - all operated by the Government - and traditional healers 
(number unknown). The Government is the main provider of health services and activities. Some 
health-related activities, such as specific preventive programmes and construction and upgrading 
of public facilities, are funded by donors and NGOs. Included among the priority areas in health 
are: improving health information and data for better planning, decision-making, allocation of 
resources, and monitoring and evaluation of health system performance. The development of 
NHA in Kiribati is envisioned as an important step for developing comprehensive data on health 
care financing, particularly on donor funds for health. 

2.3.3.3 Nauru 

Nauru's population of about 10 000 obtain health care from one government hospital, 
which also manages the country's public health programmes and dialysis unit. Health services 
provision and other health activities are paid for by the Government, but government resources in 
tum come from taxes and other local sources of revenues and from the Government of Australia 
and other international donors. Challenges faced by Nauru's health sector include weak health 
information system, absence of budgetary process and weak financial management. NHA is 
being considered in Nauru as a tool for addressing some of these challenges. However, there is 
concern about the feasibility of implementing NHA because of poor data sources and limited 
manpower capacity. 

2.3.3.4 Palau 

Palau's popUlation of about 20 000 obtain health care from one government hospital, a 
network of community health centres and referral health facilities outside of the country. Unlike 
other countries in Group 3, Palau's national health expenditures have already been estimated in a 
study done by an ADB health sector development project. The following results were presented 
at the meeting: (1) financing agents or payers for health - 72% government, 19% household out
of-pocket, 8% private health insurance and 1% donors; (2) expenditures by type of health 
provider - the largest shares were 33% public health (programme providers), 22% general health 
administration, 15% government hospital and 15% chemists and pharmacies. The fact that health 
expenditures have been estimated for Palau is an indication that data are available to support the 
development ofNHA in the country. The proposed reforms in health care financing additionally 
mean that NHA would be needed and useful for fine-tuning reforms implemented and for 
monitoring their progress and impacts. 

2.3.3.5 Solomon Islands 

Solomon Islands' estimated population of 518 000 obtain health care mainly from 
government hospitals (12), area health centres (30), rural health clinics (109) and nurse aide posts 
(172). There are some private clinics, nongovernmental health providers and traditional healers. 
Health sector priorities are not only focussed on specific health programmes and diseases, but 
also address health system strengthening. In connection with the last priority, NHA is seen as a 
useful tool for tracking how health funds are utilized, for providing data for the analysis of cost
effectiveness of all health services delivered, and for assessing the performance of the health care 
system in general. 
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2.3.3.6 Tuvalu 

About 10 000 people living in Tuvalu seek health care from one hospital, public health 
clinics, NGO clinics and referral health facilities overseas. The Government is the main source of 
health funding. The development ofNHA is being sought to generate evidence about health 
sector issues and which can then be used to advocate reforms and to guide health policy making. 
Included among the health financing issues that have been raised are: (I) government budgets are 
allocated mostly to hospital care while public health programmes rely heavily on donor funds; 
(2) rising cost to government of referrals for treatment overseas; and (3) contributions ofNGOs 
and other private sources to financing health care is unknown. 

2.4 Summary of consultation output 

The meeting participants were consulted on the following: (1) available resources, 
particularly data sources, in their home countries that can support NHA development (Annexes 
12 and 13); (2) types of support that should be developed by the ADB-WHO Pacific NHA 
Project to facilitate NHA work in the Pacific (Annexes 11, 14 and 15); and (3) how they envision 
the development of a Pacific NHA subnetwork (Annex 16). Results of the consultation are 
summarized below. 

2.4.1 Available data sources 

In Pacific island countries, governments pay for the largest share of health spending. 
Furthermore, data for government health expenditures are the most comprehensive, reliable and 
accurate, as well as the most readily accessible. Thus, the discussions about existing or potential 
data sources for NHA focused on NHA components that are difficult to measure. The inventory 
of data sources are summarized in Table I. 

Table 1. Existing and potential data sources 

Country Traditional Private providers External aid flows Imports of health 
healers (e.g. pharmacies, goods and services 

health services) (overseas 
treatment) 

Cook Islands Annual health Association of Ministry of Health Ministry of 
conference of dental and medical (monthly financial Finance; 
network of practitioners reconciliation for Association of 
traditional healers cash; in-kind: dental and medical 

l. fixed assets practitioners 
register; and 
2. volunteer 
services counterpart 
of the Ministry) 

Fiji Targeted fixed Ministry of Health Ministry of Ministry of Health 
number to be Fiji Medical Finance; visiting 
surveyed (total Council medical teams 
number not known) (difficult) 

Kiribati Association of None Ministry of Health; Ministry of Health 
traditional healers Ministry of budget; donor 
to be organized Finance; project overseas treatment 
(total number not offices schemes, e.g. 
known) NZAID, Taiwan 

(China) 
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Country Traditional Private providers External aid flows Imports of health 
healers goods and services 

Federated Healers not Interview of Department of MiCare; Division 
States of organized (difficult private providers Finance of Health, 
Micronesia to obtain data); (very few); Department of 

HIES MiCare Health and Social 
Affairs 

Nauru Still need to None Ministry of Health; Ministry of Health 
establish existence Ministry of Finance and Mini stry of 

Finance 
(government 
financed) 

Palau Interview of healers Data from Data from different Data from different 
(few in number) different ministries ministries ministries 

Papua New HIES Special survey Donor agencies; HIES 
Guinea (few private Ministry of Health; 

providers) Ministry of 
Planning as 
coordinator of all 
aid to government; 
survey of church 
medical councils 

Samoa HIES; Ministry of Based on private Ministry of Finance Ministry of Finance 
Women, providers' (all government aid for national 
Community and willingness to give centralized and government 
Social Affairs data (approach has disbursed through scheme; NZAID; 
(survey of to be correct) the Ministry); AusAID 
traditional healers NGOs and churches 
through community (as channels of 
leaders) overseas funds) 

Solomon HIES (every five Based on private Ministry of Health Ministry of Health 
Islands years) providers' budget 

willingness to give 
data 

Tonga HIES (2003 latest; Based on private Ministry of Ministry of Finance 
need funding to do providers' Finance; Ministry and Ministry of 
next one); survey of willingness to give of Foreign Affairs Health for Tonga 
healers (invited to a data government 
seminar and scheme; NZAID 
requested to answer medical treatment 
questionnaire) scheme 

Tuvalu Formalize None Ministry of Health Ministry of Health 
registration of Aid Unit budget; NZAID 
healers and services and Taiwan 
provided (China) treatment 

schemes; 
household 
payments (very 
small) 

Vanuatu Difficult to estimate Interview of Treasury Ministry of Health; 
private providers (government NZAID 
(very few) financial system) 

AusAID, Australian Agency for InternatIOnal Development; HIES, Household Income and ExpendIture Survey; 
NZAID, New Zealand Agency for International Development. 
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Countries that had commissioned surveys shared their experiences, including common 
issues encountered and solutions implemented. One common problem was the low level of 
response or cooperation among survey respondents. In Vanuatu, data confidentiality and usage 
were explained to respondents to increase cooperation. To improve response rates in Papua New 
Guinea, the surveys were either conducted as a rider to regular official surveys of the National 
Statistical Office or attached to official communication from the Ministry of Health Secretary. 
In Samoa, respondents were promised copies of the final NHA report to obtain their cooperation. 
Other suggestions related to the conduct ofNHA surveys were: (I) to follow up non-response 
either by a letter or by a visit (but not too frequently), (2) to write questionnaires in simple 
English to be easily understood even by school dropouts, and (3) to use survey instruments that 
have been successful in other countries as models for preparing the country's own set of 
questionnaires. 

2.4.2 Proposals for support to Pacific NHA development 

International guidelines for health accounts are already available. The two most important 
ones are the System of Health Accounts prepared by the Organization for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) and the Guide to Producing National Health Accounts with Special 
Applications for Low-Income and Middle-Income Countries prepared by WHO, World Bank and 
the United States Agency for International Development. Additionally, a number of other 
guidelines have been prepared for estimating specific components of health expenditures 
(i.e. disease, programme and regional subaccounts) and for addressing common estimation issues 
(out-of-pocket spending). All these reference materials were written for use in any country in the 
world. 

So far, the Pacific NHA Development and Institutionalization Framework has been the 
only framework prepared for the Pacific context. Its content is based on discussions with 
representatives from Pacific countries. The Pacific framework is useful for guiding the 
operational aspects ofNHA work in a country, from starting NHA to institutionalizing NHA. 
More reference materials, specifically on the technical aspects, and other fonns of support 
designed and tested for the Pacific context are needed to supplement the general international 
NHA guidelines previously mentioned. Participants emphasized that these NHA reference 
materials must (l) take into account the limited human resource pool in Pacific island countries 
and (2) be kept simple and easy to follow. Based on the consultation, the ADB-WHO Pacific 
NHA Project will develop materials to support the technical aspects ofNHA work and human 
resource development. 

2.4.2.1 Technical materials 

Supplementary guidelines and templates will be developed for the Pacific for a number of 
reasons, including: countries generally do not define total health expenditures the same way; 
deviations from the standard definitions are not always clear; and new categories are not always 
clearly defined. The proposed NHA materials include: (1) template for preparing the document 
that describes the country NHA framework (to include examples of deviations from standard 
defmitions that should be clearly cited); (2) guidelines on NHA report writing (style guide); (3) 
guidelines on dual reporting of health expenditures (to include sample MS Excel mapping of 
classification codes); (4) guidelines on database design; (5) database template for compiling 
NHA data; and (7) technical guidelines on how to split inpatient and outpatient hospital 
expenditures, how to classify preventive and public health expenditures, how to improve estimate 
of donor funding, etc. 
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2.4.2.2 Capacity-building materials 

Capacity-building materials constitute: (I) presentation materials compiled from training 
workshops conducted in the pilot countries; and (2) NHA learning modules developed for the 
Internet or self-learning. 

Training on NHA methodology for will be conducted for NHA teams in Fiji, the Federated 
States of Micronesia and Vanuatu as part of the pilot country NHA work. Presentations and other 
training materials will be prepared in the process (some based on the technical guidelines 
described above). These NHA materials will be made available by the ADB-WHO Pacific NHA 
Project for future training activities. The presentation materials will cover the following areas: 
overview ofNHA; NHA classifications; NHA policy use; data collection; constructing NHA 
database; estimation ofNHA tables; analysis ofNHA results; and institutionalizing NHA 
production. 

The NHA learning modules are intended to contribute to the institutionalization ofNHA in 
the region through human resource capacity-building and to complement on-the-job training. The 
learning modules would cover the following topics: basic NHA concepts; classifying 
expenditures; identifying data sources, gaps and supplementary surveys; verifying quality of 
data; and analysis ofNHA results. The NHA learning modules are expected to be available in 
CD format and online. The CD format is intended to address Internet connectivity issues. The 
Pacific Open Learning Health Net (pOLHN) was suggested as the means through which online 
learning could be conducted. To its advantage, POLHN has 17 learning centres located in 12 
Pacific countries. On the other hand, several concerns about POLHN were expressed, including: 
connectivity problems; lack of a POLHN coordinator; and lack of internationally recognized 
certification after completing courses. 

2.4.3 Pacific NHA subnetwork 

The fact that most Pacific countries have a limited human resource pool was often 
repeated in meeting discussions. This has implications on the availability of manpower that can 
be committed to NHA and the multitude of tasks required in NHA work. A regional mechanism 
such as a NHA subnetwork for the Pacific is needed to supplement limited country resources for 
NHA. 

In general, the functions of a Pacific NHA subnetwork would include: (I) to facilitate 
knowledge sharing; (2) to provide peer group support to country NHA teams; and (3) to carry out 
joint activities. A Pacific NHA subnetwork would enable countries to address and resolve 
common regional issues, and at the same time provide the Pacific voice in international NHA 
discussions. Pacific island countries that need help could readily seek assistance, and countries 
that are ahead in NHA development could readily be tapped to provide the support needed. 
Furthermore, countries could collectively request for data from international donors and other 
agencies, shifting some of the data collection burden away from NHA country teams. Moreover, 
they could jointly develop an organized plan of NHA activities in the Pacific region and obtain 
funding support in a similarly organized manner. 

Regional cooperation, however, has to be driven by the countries. All Pacific island 
countries could potentially join the subnetwork. Suggestions about who would lead the initiative 
were made by meeting participants based on various criteria, including: (I) central location (e.g. 
Fiji), (2) advanced stage ofNHA work (e.g. Samoa and Tonga), (3) stability of country NHA 
team (also Samoa and Tonga), and (4) Willingness to lead. Another suggestion presented was to 
form a core group of six to seven persons rather than one person or country leading the initiative. 
To encourage the process of subnetwork development, an e-mail group for the Pacific NHA 
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subnetwork will be started and will be housed temporarily under the Asia-Pacific NHA Network. 
Some subnetwork matters that need to be discussed further include: (1) long-term organizational 
structure and legal arrangements; (2) strategy to ensure continuity of the subnetwork (taking into 
consideration labour mobility issues); and (3) ensuring that all countries will benefit from 
participation in the subnetwork and not only the beginners (in NHA). 

2.5 Future steps for the development ofNHA in the Pacific 

Countries were grouped according to their stage ofNHA work (three groups) to discuss 
and present future steps for NHA development (Annex 17). Group 1 (Samoa and Tonga) 
discussed further revisions and enhancements to their NHA systems. Group 2 (Fiji, Federated 
States of Micronesia, Papua New Guinea and Vanuatu) discussed plans for institutionalizing 
NHA. Group 3 (Cook Islands, Kiribati, Nauru, Palau, Solomon Islands and Tuvalu) discussed 
possible institutions or entities that can lead NHA development in their countries, and identified 
possible constraints as well as solutions. 

Further developments ofNHA for Group 1 countries include: (1) revising and expanding 
the NHA system to meet the need for additional data to examine emerging health issues (e.g. 
development of a noncommunicable disease subaccount to assess financial implications of 
disease outbreaks in Tonga); (2) improving estimates using new data (since quality of data will 
always be a challenge); and (3) using data for prospective studies (e.g. to prepare fmancially for 
epidemics that can occur at any time.) 

The institutionalization ofNHA was the common goal expressed by Group 2 countries. A 
policy paper on strengthening capacity for information systems and decision-making in Fiji's 
health sector has been drafted and endorsed as a Fiji Cabinet memorandum. It includes a 
description of the institutional arrangements for routine NHA work. The Federated States of 
Micronesia, Papua New Guinea and Vanuatu have yet to prepare a similar policy paper. All 
Group 2 countries, however, were able to identify the office or unit (all in the Ministry of Health) 
that would lead NHA production and also the focal persons and other staff that could be 
committed to NHA work. The need for intensive training on NHA methodology was expressed 
by all countries. Institutional linkages, particularly for data sharing, were also being strengthened 
to support the lead office. Main challenges identified include: (1) determining how to promote 
the use ofNHA (creating demand); (2) sustaining NHA technical teams and steering committees; 
(3) sustaining data collection (especially commissioned surveys); and (4) identifying a stable 
funding commitment for NHA (an underlying cause of the second and third concerns 
mentioned.) 

The countries in Group 3 agreed that the value ofNHA outweighs the constraints. For 
countries that have yet to start NHA work, regional NHA meetings and workshops were 
suggested for increasing awareness about NHA -limited awareness being one of the constraints 
noted in these countries. Other constraints mentioned were: (1) limited human resource pool and 
technical capacity, (2) high staff mobility, and (3) lack of guidelines and tools tailored for the 
Pacific context. Solutions suggested included: (1) using POLHN or another web-based 
mechanism to disseminate information about NHA in the Pacific; (2) creating organizational and 
ministerial environment to foster NHA; (3) longer-term assistance for NHA work to ensure 
institutionalization; and (4) obtaining support from countries that have institutionalized NHA. 
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3. CONCLUSIONS 

The Consultation on Support for the Development ofNHA in the Pacific accomplished its 
three objectives. Outputs ofthe consultation included the following: an inventory of resources 
that currently support NHA work in Pacific countries (Objective 1); proposals for additional 
NHA materials and other tools designed for use in Pacific countries, i.e. standardized templates 
and technical guidelines, NHA learning modules, research on uses ofNHA and NHA advocacy 
materials (Objective 2); and recommendations for a Pacific NHA subnetwork (Objective 3). 
Representatives from the Asian Development Bank and Asia-Pacific National Health Accounts 
Network participated and contributed to the discussions and outputs of the consultation. 
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AGENDA 
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4. NHA in Pacific countries 

4.a NHA evidence for policy (Samoa and Tonga) 
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OPENING SPEECH BY DR SHIN YOUNG-SOO, 
WHO REGIONAL DIRECTOR FOR THE WESTERN PACIFIC 

AT THE CONSULTATION ON SUPPORT FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF NATIONAL 
HEALTH ACCOUNTS IN THE PACIFIC 

1-3 SEPTEMBER 2009 
NADI, FIJI 

(delivered by Dr Chen Ken, WHO Representative in the South Pacific) 

DISTINGUISHED PARTICIPANTS, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN: 

On behalf of Dr Shin Y oung-Soo, I would like to welcome you to this regional 
consultation on support for national health accounts development in the Pacific. National health 
accounts are an internationally accepted tool that provides important evidence for health policy 
development and implementation. The World Health Organization believes that better 
information and evidence will contribute to effective health policy and decision-making, and that 
evidence-based policies will lead to better performances of the country health care systems. 
Ultimately, we believe that the building of such evidence can make a difference, improving 
overall health systems and financing in all countries of the Pacific. 

I am pleased to note that Samoa, Tonga and Papua New Guinea are the pioneers ofNHA 
in the Pacific. Fiji, the Federated States of Micronesia and Vanuatu started their NHA work 
2008. In early 2009, WHO and the Asian Development Bank agreed to implement a joint project 
to support NHA development in the Pacific. The project will support the development and testing 
of NHA regional resources, standards and tools. The project aims to establish a Pacific NHA 
subnetwork and develop NHA learning and training modules together with research and 
capacity-building activities in Pacific settings. 

This meeting is an important step in the implementation of the ADB-WHO project. 
I expect that this meeting will provide an opportunity for open consultation with participants to 
identify the kinds of support needed to improve NHA, including technical materials, NHA 
estimation tools and institutional mechanisms. While policy-makers can help identify advocacy 
strategies, materials and tools that can most effectively promote awareness and use ofNHA for 
policy in the Pacific, technical staff can help identify guidelines and tools that would facilitate 
production ofNHA. Therefore, insights from countries at all levels ofNHA work will be 
valuable for the WHO-ADB project. I am pleased to see a good mix of participants at this 
meeting. Your participation will influence discussions and decisions on current and future 
activities for successful implementation of this project. 

I would like to take this opportunity to thank and acknowledge the presence of observers 
from ADB and the Australian Agency for International Development. 

I wish you a very successful and fruitful meeting. 

Enjoy your stay in Fiji. Thank you. 



Consultation on the Support for the Development of 
NHA in the Pacific, Nadi, Fiji 1-3 September 2009 

Introduction of Meeting 
Objectives 

D.Bayarsaikhan, RAlHCF 

NHA development status in the Pacific 

• Developed and institutionalized: 
- Samoa and Tonga 

• Under construction: 

- Fiji, FSM, Papua New Guinea, Vanuatu 

• Under discussion: 
- Cook Islands, Kiribati, Marshall Islands, 

Nauru, Palau, Solomon Islands and Tuvalu 
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WHO work on NHA 

Improve health financing data and evidence. 

Provide a roadmap J framework. 

Build capacities. 

Develop strategies, a set of tools and guidelines. 

Share experiences and best practices. 

Create and support environment. 

Support use of NHA for policy planning and 
management. 

Meeting Objectives 

1. Review available resources that support 
current NHA work in the Pacific; 

2. Identify the additional NHA materials, 
guidelines and other tools, and 

3. Discuss the establishment of a sub
network. 
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Structure of this meeting 

• Day 1 
- Country presentations provide update on 

NHA activities in the Pacific. 

- Set the context for identifying support needed 
and next steps. 

• Day 2 and 3 
- Available data resources. 

- Types of support needed to guide TA under 
the Project. 

- Next steps in the Pacific ( 3 groups of 
countries) 

Expected outputs (Cont.d) 

• Proposed future steps on NHA in the 
Pacific: 
- Group 1: Further development of NHA 

design and estimates. 

- Group 2: Proposed approaches/steps to 
institutionalize N HA. 

- Group 3: Proposed actions/steps to start 
NHA. 

Expected outputs 

• Inventory of existing stock of resources for 
NHA in the Pacific 
- Available data sources identified by country 

Proposed types of support to NHA 
development in the Pacific to be provided by 
the ADB-WHO Project technical assistance 
- Standard materials for estimating NHA including 

data collection instruments 

- Training materials 

- Other learning modules 

- Pacific NHA sub-network 

Essential elements 

Environment 

• Resources 

• Data sources and collection 

Data management 

• Information products 

Quality 

Dissemination and use 
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Project implementation 
JOintly implemented by the Asian 
Development Bank and World Health 
Organization, with WHO-WPRO as the 
executing agency 

- A Project Coordinator provides overall 
coordination of the project under the supervision 
of the ADB and WHO 

Technical expertise provided by a team 
of consultants 

- From Curtin University, Institute of Health Policy 
and Australian Institute for Health & Welfare 

May 2009 to June 2010 
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Complete project title 

• "Strengthening Evidence-Based 
Policy-Making in the Pacific: 
Support for the Development of 
National Health Accounts" 

Project objectives 
To support and facilitate development, 
production and institutionalization of NHA 
in Pacific island countries 

More specifically, it will: 
Develop regional NHA lechnical malerials, 
estimation tools and institutional 
mechanisms including a Pacific NHA sub
network 

- Develop NHA learning and capacity building 
lools and processes; build capacity 

- Develop lools for advocaling and promoting 
use of NHA in policy making 
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Project components 

Component 1: Developing of NHA 
Regional Resources and Standardized 
Materials 

- Refining and updating the PIC NHA 
framework 

- Developing simple and standardized NHA 
guidelines, tables, data instruments, and 
work plan templates suited to the Pacific 
setting 

Project components 

Component 3: Establishing a Pacific 
NHA Subnetwork 

- Knowledge-sharing network of individuals 
and agencies 

- Subnetwork for support and information 
sharing in all areas of advocacy, 
implementation, and policy use of NHA 

- Close link with the Asia Pacific NHA 
Network (APNHAN) 

- Development of a set of Pacific NHA 
learning modules 

Project components 

Component 2: Conducting NHA Pilot 
Tests 

- To cover 3 pilot countries with first round 
NHA: Fiji, FSM and Vanuatu 

- Testing standardized materials, hands-on 
training in data collection, organization, 
and analysis 

- Build on initial experience and progress 
towards institutionalization of NHA 

Project components 

Component 4: Research and Capacity 
Building on NHA Data for Policy Use 
and Advocacy 

- Study on how policy makers have used NHAs 

Study of factors that determine integration of NHA 
into the policy process in the Pacific 

- Recommend strategies to promote NHA policy 
uses in the Pacmc (e.g., policy briefing kits on "key 
facts", incorporation of NHAs into various Pacific 
regional forum, etc.) 



Project components 

Component 1: Developing of NHA 
Regional Resources and Standardized 
Materials 

- Refining and updating the PIC NHA 
framework 

- Developing simple and standardized NHA 
guidelines, tables, data instruments, and 
work plan templates suiled to the Pacific 
setting 

Project components 

Component 3: Establishing a Pacific 
NHA Subnetwork 

- Knowledge-sharing network of individuals 
and agencies 

- Subnetwork for support and information 
sharing in all areas of advocacy, 
implementation, and policy use of NHA 

- Close link with the Asia Pacific NHA 
Network (APNHAN) 

- Development of a set of Pacific NHA 
learning modules 
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Project components 

Component 2: Conducting NHA Pilot 
Tests 

To cover 3 pilot countries with first round 
NHA: Fiji, FSM and Vanuatu 

Testing standardized materials, hands-on 
training in data collection, organization, 
and analysis 

Build on initial experience and progress 
towards institutionalization of NHA 

Project components 

Component 4: Research and Capacity 
Building on NHA Data for Policy Use 
and Advocacy 

- Study on how policy makers have used NHAs 

Study of factors that determine integration of NHA 
into the policy process in the Pacific 

- Recommend strategies to promote NHA policy 
uses in the Pacific (e.g., policy briefing kits on "key 
facts", incorporation of NHAs into various Pacific 
regional forum, etc.) 
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Component 3 and the framework 

Establish knowledge-sharing NHA 
subnetwork - to support Planning 
(advocacy materials). Production (NHA 
learning modules) and 
Institutionalization (with organized pool 
of NHA technical experts and resources 
in the Pacific) 

Component 4 and the framework 

Develop policy briefing kits on "key 
facts" - to support Institutionalization 

Develop strategies to promote use of 
NHA in policy making - to support 
Planning and Institutionalization 
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Experience with the use of NHA in 
policy 

Many NHA exercises have not been 
sustained because of poor uptake or use by 
key policy-makers 

NHA numbers by themselves are usually not 
enough - they need to be combined with 
other data or used as inputs for other 
analyses 

The link between NHA statistics and policy is 
not a direct one 
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Outline 

Experience with the use of NHA in policy 

Examples of NHA applications 

Implications for NHA teams 

Some Uses of Health Accounts 

Tool for health systems performance 

assessment 

Basis for projecting health care costs or 

funding requirements 

Tool for assessing equity in financing 

Tool for assessing reforms or trends 

Basis for benchmarking health system against 

other countries 
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Example 1 

Use of NHA to assess health system 
performance and problems 

Low government share in total spending, 
Indonesia 2007 
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Poor maternal health outcomes vs. 
total spending, Indonesia 2007 
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Example 2 

Use of NHA 
to project future spending and 

resource needs 
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Projecting health financing 
requirements, Hong Kong 1999 
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Projecting health financing 
requirements, Hong Kong 1999 

Implications from Hong Kong DHA: 

- Under status quo, public sector funding would 

need to increase: 

• From 2.5% to 3.4 - 4.0% of GOP 

• From 14% to 20 - 23% of government budget 

- If government spending as share of GOP constant: 

• User fees would need 10 rise from 3% to 35% of lotal 

public sector funding 

• Non-exempt population to pay 50-70% of costs 

Example 3 

Assessing health and spending 
disparities 

" 
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District disparities in spending, Sri 
Lanka 2006 
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preventive/public health, Sri Lanka 
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Example 4 

Use of NHA in Public Expenditure 
Reviews (PER) 

Analyzing changes in 
preventive/public health, Sri Lanka 
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Example 5 

Use of international comparisons to 
benchmark national health system 

Sri Lanka: Changes in public expenditure (% 
GOP) 1990·2000 in regional context 
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Hong Kong: Changes in health 
expenditure (% GOP) 1990-1996 
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Example 6 

Use of NHA to analyze allocation of 
spending by disease 

,. 
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Expenditures by disease and age, 
Sri Lanka 2005 

._

.------.. _--
._-_._-
--'-'-"'--

._-.. _
--_ .. -

NCD expenditures by age, 
Sri Lanka 2005 

Chrome Reipira\Qry Disease 

Olabetto&Mellitus Malignant N8<lplum. 

MNCH expenditures by age, 
Sri Lanka 2005 

• Congenital AnOll'lahM .lnIectiou. & P .... iIic DISeases 

Implications for improving use of 
NHA in evidence for policy 



Implications for NHA estimation and 
production 

linking NHA production to use of more detailed, 
internal MOF data has benefits 

• Better linked to other government expenditure data 
• Enables other budgetary analyses (e.g .. PERs) 

NHA tables are only a first step: 
• Extensions of NHA usually more useful for policy 
• NHA data must be combined with other non-

financial data for most analyses 

NHA producers have an important role to help 
interpret and adapt NHA data in response to new 
policy questions 

Implications for NHA sustainability 

Using NHAs to undertake other policy analyses 
supports sustain ability 

- E.g., Public Expenditure Reviews, MTEFs 

Capacity to produce NHA is strengthened if linked 
also to capacity to undertake other relevant analyses 
- Implications for staffing and location 

Value of country NHA data for policy-makers 
enhanced by potential for international comparisons 
- Importance of ensuring international standards 
- Need for regional data collection 

Annex 7 

Implications for policy relevance 

How NHA is presented matters: 
• NHA tables not always the most useful for policy

makers (or understandable) 
• Time charts or international comparisons often 

more relevant 

Main policy uses of impacts of NHA often do not 
come from tile main NHA report: 

• NHA data are important background data. and most 
policy uses will be indirect and unpredictable 

• Better for NHA reports to focus on credibility, 
accessibility and comprehensiveness than 
attempting to advocate policy 

" 



NHA Evidence for POLICY 
'the Samoan Situation' 

2009 

1. Health Financing Sustainability 

• Shou Id Government continue financing 60% 
of the THE? 

NHA 2002-2003 2004-2005 2006-2007 
(STSm) (STSm) (STSm) 

Public Sources ] 1.2 36.1 52 

Private Sources 10 9.6 9.9 

Donor Sources 9.7 10.S 16.86 

ANNEX 8 

What NHA hopes to answer! 
I. How much is being spent on health care? 
2. Who pays for health care? 
3. What health care services are being 

provided? 
4. How much it costs to administer health 

financing schemes? 

2. Health Care Functions 
NHA 2002-2003 2004-2005 2006-2007 

Inpatient Curative 10,367,092 13,010,112 13,360,769 
Care 

Inpalient Curative 5,318,991 6,469,765 7,408.750 
(015) 

Basic OUlpatient 4,419,023 5,116.754 8,424,424 
Medical & 
Diagnorolic 

Pharmaceuticals 8.242.839 2.490,719 8,061,703 
and other 
medical non 
durable 
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Trends - Uses of Health Funds 
16,000,000 
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.... --2006-2007 

4. Expenditures on Pharmaceuticals 

, What do these trends indicate? 

NHA 2002-1003 2004-2005 2006-2007 
(SfS) ISTS) ISTS) 

Spending 8,314,239 9,417.213 8,927,289 

Public S.42Z.702 

Private 3.504.587 

3. Financing Overseas Treatment 

, Should Government continue financing OVT? 

I NHA 2002-2003 2004-2005 2006-2007 
(STS) (SfS) ISTS) 

GOS 5.318,991 6,469,7fi5 7,408.750 

NZArD 863,512 672,000 754,541 

AUSAid - 636,717 

What are the ANSWERs from NHA? 
NHAQs1 

How much Is spenti' US .. MUlion~ 

Who par.;7 Mostty/M.tI}ority .. Government 

What health care Is provided? Majority .. Curative 

(OSl of AdmJnistering Financmg US ... Mllllons(7J 
Schemes7 

GOVERNMENT WILL and SHAll CONTINUE 
TO FINANCE THE MAJORITY OF HEALTH 

SERVICES with assistance from Private and 
Donor Agencies 



What are the Policy Implications of 
NHA? 

Governance 
& Leadership 

Clinical 
Agencies 

NHA Policy Issues Achieved 

• Look into developing policies for improving 
the efficiency by which pharmaceuticals are 
imported, distributed and sold in the country 
and improve its management and oversight 
of th is sector (NHA 2002 - 2003). 
• Ministry of Health has developed the Samoa 

National Medicines Policy 2008. 
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NHA Policy Issues Achieved 

• Need to develop guidelines for how resources 
should be allocated, develop indicators to 
measure actual allocation and use NHA to 
monitor resource flows in the future 
• MOH - Financer and Administrator of Health 
• Rationalization of Health Services Facllities- in 

accordance with priority issues set 
. 2005 - 2006 - Refurbishments of all District Hospitals. 

Outpatient , Maternity Ward , Pediatric Ward, Hulthcare 
Waste, Boile.r and Steame.r and Oxygen Plant . 

NHA Policy Issues Achieved 

• Set up CAT Scan Unit 2008 
~ Set up National Kidney Foundation 2005 

• Relieve in number of patients sent overseas for 
treatment 

• Efficient and Effective Diagnostic Services 
• Cheaper for Government and Patient/ Families 
• Review of OVT Policy is being carried out now to 

measure Impact and future direction 
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How do we make NHA work for us? 

• Developed the Health Sector Plan for 2008 -
2018 
o 10 years 
: Sets the direction for health services and health 

providers 
o Donor Assistance provided for the Health Sector has 

to be in line with Objectives of HSP 
, NHA to collate with MTEF - check and balance 

NHA is telling us to ... 
• Continue to work in partnership with Non 

Profit Organizations providing health services 
in the following areas because ... 
" Samoa Diabetes Association 
o Samoa Family Planning Association 
o Samoa HIV/Aids 

· Client needs are served directly 
• More efficient and effective services provided 
· less pressure on doctor visits at the main referral 

hospital.._less waiting time 

NHA is telling us to ... 
• Shift focus 

o Take it back to Primary Health Care 
o Invest more in Preventative Action 
o Invest and Strengthen Health Promotion and 

Awareness 
o Less Pressure on Curative Care 

oTobacco Control Act 2008 
opublic Health Bill - with 

Parliament 
oFlnili Draft NCO Policy 

What about the long term 
implications of NHA? 

• Alternative Financing mechanisms 
o Pipeline the compulsory MEDISAVE scheme. not yet 

approved by Cabinet. 

• Outsourcing Primary Health Care to GPs while 
the Main Hospital focuses on Secondary and 
Tertiary Health Care. 

• Review Cost recoveries/ Revenue Generating 
Mechanisms. 



GOVERNMENT OF TONGA 

MINISTRY OF HEALTH 

NATIONAL HEALTH ACCOUNT 

Mrs. Mafi Hufanga (Financial Analyst) 

Mr. Manavahe Ata (Accounting Officer Diplomate) 

l. Country Background 
1.1 Demographic 

INDICATORS Tong. Samoa Fiii PNC Vanuatl,l 

, 
: htimated Populalioo ['000) 103.3 184.55 853.44 6116.00 221.85 

Mr.\.Ia\ Population 2rowln 0.30 1.00 0.83 2.70 2.BO 

Percentage of Population leHj 13.00 14.30 11.70 14.50 15.68 
than 4 yeill's 

Percentage of Popull.tion 25.00 25.60 20.50 ".001 25.56 
bEtween 4.14 year! 

Pertentilie of population 65 6.00 'A" 3.90 2.60 3.20 
yean and over 

Per,entllg!! " urban J6.00 n.-.o 50.80 ;).40 21.00 
population 

Rate o~ natu'al int.ea.!! 1.84 1.78 140 2.)0 

Source Country Health Information Profile, 2007 

I 
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Presentation Outline 

1. Country Background 

2. Background on NHA production 

3. Features of country NHA 

4. Key NHA results. policy areas addressed 
and other uses 

1.2 Health Status 

INDICATORS To",o ~QIII FijI PNG ~ Vanuetu 

Crude BIrth Rate 26.5 20.80 20.99 35.00 28.00 

Crude Death Rate 5.2 3.00 7.02 12.00 6.00 

Maternal Mortality "'" 36.5 5.30 50.49 330.0 36.90 
{per 100.000) 0 

(jf~ Expeaancy (Male) 70.00 71.80 67.05 5,2.50 70.20 

Ufe Exp4ectancy (Female) 72.00 73.80 72,14 53.60 74.30 

Infant Mortality Rate 11.70 13.00( 16.30 64.00 27.00 

Total Fertility Rate 3.4Q 3.40 1 2.50 4.60 4.80 

Sourc.e: Country Health Inform3tion Profile, 2007 
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1.3 Socioeconomic 

INDICATORS Tong_ 'omoo I Fiji PNC 

Total Health expenditure, 12 82 22.77 134.32 210.32 
amount (in million $) 

Total expenditure on health 6.10 5.2°1 4.50 ' 3.90 
aJ; % ofGDP 
Per capita total expenditure 125.69 117.681158.40 35.72 
on health (in US$) 

Health workfare!? 

Phy~lci<lns (per 10.000) 3.90 2.74 3.69 

Dentists (per 10.<)00) 2.27 0.33 0.49 

Nunes (per 10,000) 33.70 7.47 19.60 

Xa.lrce Country Health Inform~tjon Profile, 2001 

1.5 Primary Health Care Coverage 

INDICATORS T"",. ,-~ Fiji PNC 

Hepafitis B 111 100.00

1 

56.00f 81.00 80.00 

Percentage of pregnant 98.00i 1.00 66.00 
women immunized with 
tetanus toxoid 2 
Percentage of pregnant 99.00 100.00 100.00 59.00 
women cared for by tlCllled 
health Denonnel 

.,,""".' of wo""" ;: I 23.1 53.90 42.29 2000 
the reproductive age group 
using modern contracepiive 
method~ 

Source: Country HeOlttt. Informati(ln Profile, 2007 

Von_ 

12.88 

4.00 

61.04 

1.30 

14.06 

V~_ 

85.00 

88.00 

91.00 

30.07 

1.4 Primary Health Care Coverage 

iNDiCATORS 

, 
Tong. ! Samoa FIJI PNC Vanuatu ! 

I ':i~:,~i~~ir:~~ P~~c~l~ti~~ 100.00 ! 88.00 47.00 39.00 60.00 

, an imnroved water murce L 
Proportion of POPulation 96.00 100.00 72.00 44.00 50.00 
with access to improved 
~anitation 

Immunization cov~rage 

sec 100.00 8':'.00 93.4D 75.00 92.00 

DTP3 100.00 56.00 81.40 75.00 85.00 

,POL3 100.00 57.00 82.80 80.00 85.00 

i Mealle~ 100.00 54.00 100.00 70.00 99.00 

Source' Countf\' HeOllth Information Profile, 2007 

2. Background on NHA production 

(NHA established in 2005) 

2.1 Staffing 

One permanent Staff 

5 Part-time: 4 health staff (1 rtatistician. 1 adminirtrator, 2 
finance officer). 1 Gov't stat~ ~taff 

AU members nas at least 3 years of NHA experience 

Three members joint since the beginning of the NHA 

NHA is updated every wo years 



3. Features of country NHA 

• NHA Team completed NHA reports for 
2001·2002.2003·2004.2005·2006 

• We followed the NHA guidelines 
- Sources to Financing Agents 
- Financing Agents to Providers 

- Financing Agents by Functions 

• We also build on new initiatives like 
- Non Communicable Diseases 

3.2 Financing Agents to Providers 

~I: ii¥5i .. ,. ' 
.-, -- ~ . ~ 

! ~'"t 

::.~ 

3.1 Sources to Financing Agents 

·o"'}lKlliorllt\lt.as.Ac.telri'-....... , .. __ .... , ... 
.. .I,!'i'''''·~f,'''/! .. 

•. . ", -'~ ... 
::::::: .. : .... J ... ,~ . 

3.3 Financing Agents by Functions 

~ .--;'"'-"---
. 

. .. 

. " .. 
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.. ~~ 

... * 
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3.4 Sources of Health Funds 

Sources of Healll1 Fund •. 21105106 

Household t.!rnls 

'" 

3.6 Uses of Health Funds 

Uses of Health Funds 2005/06 

3.5 Financing Agents 

Fi\ancing A.gents 2005106 

3.7 Providers of Health Services 

Providers of Health 5erv~es, 2005106 
GeneralG:w~ltA1y$tlirli2~~&1£ 

ttJspdM £R:rmll 

Ch"!..m) ~ "" A.~r/1WIh .t.Grri:E\raIIwl<i'Wh 

" " 



3.8 The overall goals of the NCO analysis were to: 

• Estimate the total national spending on NCD 
for the year 2005/2006: 

• Provide health services care and support to 
people living with NCD by highlighting the 
high cost of NCD case compared to normal 
health services cases.: 
Alleviate the financial burden of NCD on the 
individual. family. community. and society; 
by reallocating public. private and donors 
resources to this sector. 

3.10 NCO sub National Health Accounts analysis 

T~~WlHtakt'·Act~fo.tt:O!2IJ.)S-2OO6) 
Stmmaryl'ieiOll 

1 USD 

T~tJ!J1'!'lf!l_ExpeT)d_~rel 

Tot~IfJH~r8Jrel 

Toul NeD Hea/!/l fxpendirrJres 
-ToUi~nrExPif4w.~;.f11K)S.20~ 
~Df' ef~m"tu for r j)n9~ i200S-~; 

lilt 991 1 

Tot1ITOPS 
32.161.709 
1,.<168.]69 

527WB 
143.33172.1 
471122.00Q 

16', 
1.,', 

PetC3/l111'TOPS 

'" l7f 

" !4D5 

"" 
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3.9 NCO sub National Health Accounts analysis 

ML"Iist!y of Knitl, 
tICtllo!ol,oH." 

0 ...... 111' 1t,rM>C ... ,_. 
V~lIHfa>l",-_, 

I.,orioills lI0II,,",. 

AwciI6"",.,.~ .. ~''''Of\' -.., 
)tGIlPr"tltOll ... .,.., 
H .. thP" .. "" .. .......... 
O.t!ln.T,_ 

"" ..... ,"'*>! .......... 

1JIl: ..... :.;" ... t"-"~.'''' Tta'lICn .. ,,~ ... w.m 
""'111.1111 , .... 1'1:/1 , .... 1.I0t1 

e .. ., ~"'iCm .... .rlOtlOl .. TttIIC..,flC!Jtpr, .... NCI·:..r 

""' 4,1li 10i!> ~,:re 

I:'~ 1D:i3i; '~om' IJj!. ;4,;.r. 

'''' (d' 0> fl.' ..... 
l3loo ]) ~~. 1,5' W .~~ 

l1.l<;' ;()~ 31.'9' 
" "''''' 

. " .~; 
~ . 

1J216.l .l)9!f 5',00/ " :~: t",'UQNNCDC.., 

;::::.~ ,;r~ 
IICOPrn ..... oItCtl!... t..n 

3.11 NCO sub National Health Accounts analysis 

~"SQUU!o W.'.'!I~~;:"cII"~_ 
Pr1va"a So..-ces H_o/'id<j F L.f\d5 

""""'" D"",""So",C&' uonor",...",.Gr""1 
T~. 

~, 
~o~~Ag&i1'; Mr"lIi'ofhl<alU'l 
Pnve(eA9"'nlS PnveleWOIPcd •• ( 

'''''' (k>n01sA;encies 

To<" 

-·iii ,.<3 ,i rl " .. '· , ...,. .... , ...... "" ...... 
Bas,c 0<01) ..... 111",.4'<01 So", 
O",c"(.W-''''Y 
Do'"9,"" .. 't","g,~ 
pt,a[!l\"-<.'-"_'II" a_~_~ om..- me 
"'~"""MD'NCD 
O"' .... - ____ ow;S<': ..... 

TOlal 

',,1 .• 1, 1~-44H,I-
.l.O,",U!>fO Iln, 

0.40.1)39 84'1:. 
166_B~7 ~ n. 
8!O,302 15;" 

5.2nA13 100% 

',,1.1i 'himi_i@'tti M· Jl4 ,m~ 
3,lljU5i:r IV,," iloi 

4010,939 e ~~ ~ 3_ 
lM_an~:"J: 166 
B'lQ,302 lS.7% g,~ 

5.271.418 100% 52 

".!1."ul:Z;_· .. I·M· 
",,;,w.:. 
~02,55<o ~ 7", 
~1v..~ 5,,'" 
,5(,,548 l~'" 

:;;!,?~,8'_~ ~7~ 
5~7,613 'U C ... 
5Ilt~9~ 

5.Z77.411! 100% 

;SillifY 

'" .5) 

'" :li;~ 

'" " 
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3.12 NCO sub National Health Accounts analysis 

1·7tttl.t" I+'! '" 
"" .. ,,"""·" ..... ;poWl 
p"rt&le Ptry;,"aos 
CMfnlJ'Jrj'Ci!U". 
DlagIOSilc Latoo'alMe< 
Pl'l!lm,acGW'BIP'o>iOers 
Pr<l>'5':Jt& A3IRi"rSUlltMCf' 
c......rw ... -:"._PrO¥ldotr! 

Tolal 

F'''''''l~ c:.~",~~ 
Cll~'C"'L,,1; 
Pn"a'B PharmaCies 
01'>8" 

Total 

~" ....... 1,' ~.~ ~ <J'I 
2J~,2n 52'0. HI 

31:1.141 0 ~'4 030 
4Q.~C7 7 E"*r. ~ 04 

2,5'~.';J~ 4) 3~ 2~ n 
~2"n! ·;0'1. 5 1~ 
588,19~ 11 2% ~ n 

5.277.418 100'4 52 

17",0" '>b"~ 
2[,222 <15% 

247,n2 ~5 1% 
~.,;,.o ;) e'll. 

440.939 100% 

4.1 What has actually implemented 

Revised fees schedule (NHA Result 1 & 2) 
Increased by 100% the revenue contribution to Gov't 
(NHA Result 1 & 2) 
Draft new policy for use of public facility by private 
providers (NHA Result 3) 
AUJAID nE'\N technical assistance scheme has 
component on donor harmonization (NHA Result 7) 
Coordinate NCD spending (Health Prom. Foundation. 
WHO. AusAID etc.) (NHA Result 6) 
Overseas Treatment allocation from Government 
diminish in previous and current financial year (NHA 
Result 8) 

4. Key N HA results. policy areas 
addressed 

1. Analyzing the institutional framework and finalizing the health care 
financing policy. 

2. Exploring ultimate option for increasing Ministry of Health 
revenues. 

3. Improving the Hospital services efficiency. 
4. Regulate and control traditional healen sector by preparrng for a 

new a~sociation. 
5. Regulate and control the Drugs consumption and quality of 

pharmaceutical care 
6. Coordinate the NCO !pending with Donors and allocate more out 

of the MOH budget to prevention 
7. Coordinate donon' MSistance at the MOH as well as in the Ministry 

of Finance. 
8. Organize the routine collection of overseas treatment and 

coordinate it with the two main host countries (New Zealand and 
AustraliaJ 

4.2 Strengths 

• Committed staff 
• Govt. Stat Dep't 

- In charge of Vital Stats. make influence on HH 
Survey. key analyst of National Census 

• MOH 
- Low turnover rate (one member pass away in 

2007) 
- Reliable Health Information Services 

• Reliable Mentor 



4.3 Weaknesses 

• Admittedly. impact of inflation and flexible 
exchange rate is not well embedded to the NHA 
estimate tools. 
- Drugs are imported and this procuremen.t is both 

affected by local & overseas inflation and flexible 
exchange rate 

• None of the consultant can estimate the elasticity 
of demand for health services 
- How the demand for public health services will 

change by the implementation of the new fees 
schedule. (No one can forecast potential 
revenue at any price, fees and charges was 
calculated based on the poverty level). 

Annex 8 



MINISTR'i ., ,. Health 

First Round NHA Experience 
Fiji Islands 

Consultation on the Suppon for the Development 
ofNHA in the Pacific 

Nadi, Fiji 
I - 3 Seplember 2009 

By: Mr. Idrish Khan & Mrs Laite Cavu 

Introduction - Country Profile 

Consist of300 Islands scattered across 200,000 square 
milesJIand area 2,800 sq miles 

Population of 837.271 (2007) 
8.6% under age of 5 
30.7% between 5 ~19yrs 
45.5% between 20-49 
10.9 between 50-64 
4.3% over 65 years 
Divided into three regions 

- CentrallEastern 
• Western 
- Northern 

- 367.203 
- 320.930 
- 149.138 

Introduction 

Country Profile 

Demographics 

Contents 

Health Status of Population 

• Features of the First Round ofNHA 

• First Round NHA Experiences 

• Lessons Learned 

AN'NEX 9 

Introduction - Demographics 

2 major races Fijian 50%, Indian 45%, otbers 5% 
Pop. Growth rate is 0.1 % 
Fertility rate is 97.25/1,000 pop. 
Annual life births is about 21births/l,000pop. 
More than 50% of pop. rural dwellers 
44% of which reside in the Central Division 
High levels of migration 
Small Domestic Market 
GDP growth rate average of 3% (2007) 
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Introduction - Health Status of 
Population 

• Women (15-44) - 183,285 

Total live birth - 17,828 

Crude birth rate - 20.99/1000 

Crude death rate - 7.02/1000 

Child Mortality rate - 25.81/1000 l.b 

Infant Mortality rate - 20.78/1000 l.b 

Maternal Mortality Ratio - 50.49 

Feature of the First Round of NHA 

NHA start year 

2005 - Dedicated for years 2004-2005 

Introduction - Health Status of 
Population 

Mortality & Morbidity Top 5 causes of Morbidity 
Diseases !;If the rcspll1ltory system 
DISeases of the C1rrulalOry system 
G:1I~dl\XlD on,lnallDl m penlloillal pmod 
~ aDd PansltlC DISeases 
Diseases of the (CZIIIOunDary system 

Mortality & Morbidity Top 5 causes of Mortality 
Diseases oftbe cuotlatory system 
InfecliOUS IlDd paraslUC diseases 
Neoplasm 
CODduioD ongizwin,a LII pennatal period 
DUSIC! oftbe' respll'Wory SyslCUI 

Description of NHA Estimates 

types ofNHA tables, e.g. FS x FA, FAx HP, etc. 3 
Tables Used 

(maneing sourCe!: lUStirutioos or enlltles thai provide the funds used in 
the system by financing agents; 



- . 

Description of NHA Estimates 

Types ofNHA tables, e.g. FS x FA, FA x 
HP, etc. 3 Tables Used 

2. Financlll£ A2ents to Providers Matrix 
':1 ! 

, . 

" .. dillie_hi' Wb~ or mDnes tim chaDneI \be ~ prorided by tinancm, 
sources aDd l15e those fimd.s 10 pay fur, or purchase, the IICbVlt11lS lI1Side the bealth accounts 
........." 

MOH, GDP and Government -~", - ~ - - ~-
,.",~ - •• "r;,;t b,..._ .. __ ~ ..... -- -

',,, 
,~ 

-" -. w. 
_n 

"l.a' j\ __ :T/. Jrn.II~1 

9:.';1; IJ 01% " "w.I H»'o 
fA.!'j ~1"'Xr, 1rl".7!!11 lOW. '. J.!..iI? HW. I.r>;, .... :tlY. l.l;.4.~OD '" m.l~' ~I~ 10.,,'IIIr. )'lllt~~ ,~ 

~I.O;·I 11'1'/, I.O",U·~ ;;1'"'' :,/0',:/1,10 <om '" H~"~~ 11", "~'. ''''UVl ,'IX '. I,''''''!)' ,,"I. ".nl)S 

1.104,r.~' ,~~< I 3:) JI~ L~J~, 0,';](.,-41 

MOH, Gov.rnlT1 ... t GOP avolt-ltion, 19ge b ••• y •• r 

w •• w_ 

,. 
fi 

,. '" , , ,. 
G 
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Description ofNHA Estimates 

Types ofNHA tables, e.g. FS x FA, FAx HP, etc. 3 Tables 
Used 

, [""f~;I":';': t":11:c
: .C·.·I·~:·I.::~et-.J·· "':\ ;::: 

·~~~~'"i~::-:IT':=-~·!';"·""'\\E=·_~~::-"~~".;:;...,:_",,"T~_~~~'-"=l~. 

proyidetS: eatt6es tIw r«:eive money ill m:dWlge for or in anncipatian ofproducin& ~ 
.roVlliIS lIISlde !be beahh .crouaIS bcux!ary 

Sources of Health Funds 

SoU(c .. 
j~istry. ~ F-"JII.n~~ 

rltnlle E IIIptoyer FIII,us 
IISfIMJldtuttd5 
'~,profIU'.'li!itllti~~ ~.e~/'I!(.~~IIO,IiJ& 
~~ F!I~ds. Gr...,," -

r~tllfS·· 

Amount 
,13I?fEI9~ 

.4.072,534 
"27 ,447 21Ei 
5;325,00:1 

~:1;29}I6U 
W'.;S5,51Cl 

Perunt 
foB.8% 
io"% 
\3.8% 
.2.7% 

·'26% 
1DO'1. 

Sourc •• of Health Funda, 2005 

P.r Capita 
161,16 

4.79 
32.32 
'27 

·}9:59 
2.U:1l 

$14UJ 
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Expenditures by Financing Agents 
Inanclna Ae-nt. 

oIH_ 
yMHieelSr;h_ 

vafeh......"ceElrteqJri_ 
rivm HeIl.-oId' out 01 pod.,. 

GOVW7I_t 0-V-.iUfion 
onAg."r:h. 

Amoom 
'3Il,U<I,4QQ 

QOO,OOO 
8.g3l!,g~ 

21.oaZ.BOO 
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Other Feature of the First Round of NHA 

any new data collection or new data sources for 
!>iHA? 

None 

any revisions in the expenditure estimation 
procedures/methods? 

None 

There is NO New Data aDd Methods for NHA 

First Round of NHA 

Capacity Building 
Tbere was NO intensive training. Just adequate 
training in data coDection by surveys. 
Data Collection and Institutional Links 
Most Data was coUected through surveys and 
there was nO institutional links 
Funding 
WHO Funded 
Policy Uses Aspects 
MNP bas used the Figures to justify the high levels 
of OOP and the need to increase tax financing as an 
immediate measure 

First Round ofNHA 

NHA start year 

2005 - Dedicated for years 2004-2005 

Technical assistance provided 

WHO provided Consultancy Assistance 

Office responsible for NHA 
MoHHQ 

Annex 9 

How long did NHA development project take? 

Approximately 5 months (Feb07 to June07) 

Is NHA a regular activity? 

Currently NO 

Lessons Learnt and Plans 
Success factors (what made it successfuJ?) 
Fiji MoH was success in producing the 2005 NHA (first 
round) due to the Technical Assistance provided by WHO (a 
consultant in compiling the report) 
Constraints (e.g., manpower, budget, any other?) 
Staff trained. for 0 I st round ofNHA has already resigned, 
transferred to other Depts or even retired from service 
There is no specific budget line allocated in the budget 
estimates 
Fiji National Provident Fund - Not much difficulties but 
Responsible Officers not availabJe on time 
Within Government Agencies - No difficulties/problems 
faced 
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Non-Government Organizations - NGOs 
expenditure data is of poor quality and what 
was available was on an aggregate level and 
not by functions and/or providers 
Donors Agencies - Information/data 
provided was not sufficient (not 100 %) 

• Private Sector (Priva~e Insurance, Pri,:ate 
Hospital, Private Climes, Pnvate I?entlslr¥ 
and Private Pharmacies) - Very DIfficult III 
obtaining data. A lot of reluctance shown by 
the Private sector and not very cooperative 

• Household (OOP) - Mostly on Estimation 

Future plans 
Govt needs to seriously look into the 
establishment on the formation of a NHA 
team and other aspects of Health Financing 
and Risk Pooling issues 
Team to be based at MoH to steer the 
planning, development & production and 
institutionalization ofNHA 

• The NHA Team will than be solely 
responsible to carry out various activities 
within this 3 major components 



FIRST ROUND NHA EXPERIENCE 
FEDERATED STATES OF MICRONESIA 

P!;"~~",. 
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"(fAN 

HEALTH SYSTEM AND INDICATORS 

National Level: 
• Polley Direction 

• CoordinatIOn 

• Monitoring 
• Technical Assistance 

State Level (Four States) 
• Direct Services (Pl.tblic and Private hospitals) 
• Preventive Health Services 
• Referral services to overseas medical inJtituUons 

Municipal Government 
• Direct Services (PHC - CHes and Dispensaries) 
• Basic: Services 

• Referral services from remote villages or 01 to State centers 

I 
,j 
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DEMOGRAPHICS 

FEDERATED STATES OF MICRONESIA COMPRISED 
OF FOUR-ISLAND STATES (607 ISLANDS): 

• KOSRAf 
• POHNPEI 

• CHUUK 
• YAP 

SPREAD OVER 1 MILLION SQ. MILES OF OCEAN AREA WITH 
720 SQ. KM OF LAND AREA OR 271 SQ. MILES 

POPULATION: 119,800 (EST. 2009) 
• 37% 0-14 years of ag8 

59% 15-64 years of age 
• 4% 65+ years of ag8 

Estimated GOP 

Nominal GOP per capita 
US$244.7 Million (2007) 

US$2.427 12007) 

HEALTH CARE FACILITIES IN FSM 
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Health Indicators 

Vital Health Statistics: 
• Birth Rate .20.3211000 

Oeath Rate .. 4.5511000 

• Infant Mortaltty' Rate -18/1000 

Leading Causes of Morbidity: 
Diseases of Endocrine, Nutrition and Metabolic 
Diseases of Circulatory System 
DISeases of Respiratory Sy5tem 

Leading Causes of Mortality: 
Diseases of Circulatory System 
Dlteeses of NCDs 

Diseases of Respiratory Sy.mm 

DATA COLLECTION AND INSTITUTIONAL LINKS 

GOOD INSTITUTIONAL LINKS: 

FSMNG. DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE (ACCOUNTING DIVISION) 

FSMNG, OFFICE OF SBOC (BUDGETING AND STATISTICSIHS) 

STATE DEPARTMENTS OF HEALTH SERVCIES 

HEALTH INSURANCE (FSM NATiONAL PLAN MICARE) 

FSMNG, QNPA (OFFICE OF PUBLIC AUDITOR - REPORTS) 

SUBSIDIZED NGDs (MJCRONESIA RED CROSS; MHRD) 

FUNDING FOR DATA COLLECTION FOR COMMISStONED 
SURVEY VERy POOR, UNLESS IT IS BUDGETED 

FIRST ROUND NHA EXPERIENCE 

NHA STARTED IN FSM IN 200612007 
THROUGH WHO TECHNICAL ASSISTAHCES (RESOURCES) 
NOVEMBER 2006 - TRAItlIINO 
OECEMBER TO MARCH 2007 DATACOLLEc;TION 
FOCUS YEAR • 2005 
MAY - PRESEHTATtoN & DISSEMINATk)N WORKSHOPS 
(WOISTATES) 
OURATJON OF PROJECT. 7 MONTHS 

RESPONSIBLE OFFICE (DEPARTMENT) 
• FSMNG,OHfSAIJ)HSA 

STAFF COMMITMENT (ASST. SECRETARY. HEALTH) 
• HEALTH PLANNER (HIS) 
• ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER 
• EXECUTIVE SECRETARY 
• FEDERAL PROGRM COORDINATOR 

FINANCiAL aAANAGEMETN SPECIALISTS 
• CAPACITY BUILDING. LIMITED 

THE PURPOSE 

THE FSM NHA PRESENTS ESTIMATES OF THE MONETARY VALUE 
OF ALL CONSUMPTIONS AND OTHER ACTfViTIES WHOSE PRIMARY 
PURPOSE IS TO IMPROVE THE HEALTH STATUS OF RESIDENTS IN 
FEDERATED STATES OF MICRONESIA. 

THE HHA ATIEMPTS TO ESTIMATE VALUE OF FLOW OF FUNDS 
WITHIN THE HEALTH SECTOR FROM VARIOUS DIMENSIONS. 

TlfE DIMENSIONS INCORPORATED IN THE FIRST ROUND OF HHA 
WERE: 

FWANCING SOURCE fFS) .. 1N&lTT\ITW)NS OR ENTTTIES THAT PROVIDE fUKlS 
FJU,NClHG AGENTS (FA)- INSTITUTIONS OR ENTrrl£S THAT CHANNEL FUNDS 

HEALTH PA.OIII)ERS (HP)- ENTTTlES THAT R£Cf:IVED MONEY 'N EXCHANGE 
FOR SEKVlCES 
HEALTH FUNCTIONS (HCJ- THE TYPES Of GOCICIS.u«I SERVK:ES PROVlOEO 
AND ACTiVrTlES PERfORMED 
GEOGRAPHIC RESIDENCE OF HEAlTH 8EJrEflClARIES IITATE)
POPULATION GRQUPS BY STATE RECEIVING OR .t.FFE~D BYTHE GOOD 
AM) SERVICES COIGUIlED WITHIN THE HEAL 1'H ACCOUNT BOUNORIES 



USES OF NHA 

INOICATORS Of HEALTH EXPENDITURES VS OTHER SOCIO· 
ECONOMIC AGGREGATES 

RATtO Of NATIONAl HEALTH EXf'ENDnvRES TO GDP 
PER CAPITA ONHELATH EXPENDnURES (STATE AND NATIONAL) 

• NOMINAL AND REAL VALUES FOR HEALTH EXPEIC)ITlIR!8 (TOTAl.. AND PER 
CAPITA) 

INDICATORS OF PATTERNS OF HEALTH CARE FINANCING 
"" OF NATIONAL HEAl-TIt EXPENOfTURESWITH EJlITERNt.L FIKAMCIHG 
SOURCf:S 
% OF NATIONAL EXPENDITURES PAID fOR BYTHE GOVEltNMENT (LOCAL 
REVENUES FOR NATIONAL AND STATESI 

% OF NATIONAL HEALTH EXPENDITlJRESPAID FOR ElYHEAlTHOR SOCIAL 
INSURANCE 
'" OF NATIONAl. HEALTH EXPENOrTUREtI PAID 8'1' WOUSEHOUI OUT -Of. 
POCKET PA'BENT 

INDICATORS OF PATTERNS OF HEALTH EXPENOITURES USE 
'" OF HEALTH EXPENOrrURES FOR CURATIVE SERVfCES 

'" OF HEALTH EXPENDITURES FOR PREVeNTIVE HEALTH SERvceS (PHCI 
,. Of HEALnl EXPENDrTVRES FOR tfEALTH PERSONNEL TRAINING 

lESSONS lEARNED FROM 1" ROUND NHA, FSM CONT ...... 

BY HEALTH CARE FUNCTIONS 
• 82% FOR CURATIVE CARE RRVICES 
• ~ FOR PREVENTIVE HEALTH CARE SERVICES 

BY 5T ATE (GEOGRAPHIC OR POLITICAL ENTITIES) 
2 STATES HAP SHARf, Of GOVERNMENT HEAlTH EXPENDITURES 
PROPORTIONED TO &tzE OF pOPULATIONS (pOHNPEr AND YAP) 

, STATE HAD LESS GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURES SHARES TO THE SIZE OF 
ITS POPULATION (CHUUK) 

1 STATE HAD MORE GOVERNMENT HeALTH El(PENDITURESTO ITS SIZE OF 
POPULATION rlC05RAf1 
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LESSONS lEARNED FROM THE FIRST ROUND NHA, FSM 

HOW MUCH FSM SPENT FOR HEALTH (2005)? 
• HEALTH EXPENOfTURES WAS ESTIMATED AT US$3U MlUJON, IN 2005 

WHERE DID FUNDS FOR HEALTH COME FROM (FINANCNG 
SOURCES)? 

• 7Z'l1o FROM ROW {COMPACT II; U.s. FEDERAL GRANTS; FOREIGN 

• 21% FROM DOMESTIC UNRESTRICTED REVENJEJPRIVATE AND HOUSEHOlllS 

WHO ARE THE PAYORS OR FINANCING AGENTS FOR HEALTH? 
75% .. NATIONAL AND STATE GOveRNMENTS 

• Z1%_HEA1..n4INSURMICE 

• 4%. HOUSEHOLDS 

HOW ARE HEAlTH FUNDS USED BY HEAL. TH PROVIDERS? 
41" SERVICES .... LOCAL STATE IfOSPITALS 

11'1/0 FOR OVERSEAS MEDICAL REFERRALS (HOSPITALS\ 

21" FOR OTHER HOSPITAL SERVlCES,INCLUDING PHC SERIflCES 

12" NSK AND OTEHR 

HAVE THE HEALTH SPENDING PATTERNS CHANGE (SINCE 
1997) 

EXPENDITURES TO GOP INCREASED FROM 8% IN 1997 TO 13% IN 
2005 

PER CAPITA ON HEAL.TH INCREASED FROM US$151IN 1&97 TO 
US$281IN 2005 

THE INCREASED IN REAL TERMS WAS US$255IN 2005 COMPARED 
TO U5$155 IN 1997. 
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LESSONS LEARNED 

Data Collection = Needs to be communicated and coordinated 

Staffing = Dedicated staffing is critical (time allotted) 

Training = Piror training is crucial/sustainability 

FUTURE PLAN 

DEVELOP POLICY TO INSTITUTIONAUZE NHA IN FSM (DHSA) 

INVOLVING VARIOUS AGENCIES (GOVERNMENTS AND NGOs or 
PRIVATE SECTOR) 

INCORPORATE AS A TOOL FOR BUDGET PREPARATtON AND 
REVIEW (DHSA AND FSMNG EBRC) 

INTRODUCE TO THE FOUR.STATES 

PERDIODtCALLY PERFORM NHA ESTIMATES IN FSM 

CONTINUE REQUESTING WHO. ADS AND OTHERS FOR TECHNICAL 
ASSISTANCE FOR ON-SITE TRAINING ON NHAAND THE 
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE 2ND ROUND OF NHA IN FSM. 

POLICIES IN PLACED 

STRATEGtC DEVELOPMENT PLAN ON HEALTH (GUIDEIWORKING 
DOCUMENT) 

• CAlli FOR TRANIlPAAENCY AND ACCOIJNTABIUTY 

PERFORMANCE BASED BUDGET ON ANNUAL BUDGET CAlL 

NATIONAL & STATE EXECUTIVe BUDGET REVIEW COMMITTEES 
• rSM NATIONAL GOVERHt.ENTISTATE GOVeRNMENTS 

JEMCO COMMITTEE (ANNUAl REVIEW) 
• FMlC2)ANDUSPI 

CONSOLIDATED FUNDS STATUS REPORTS (ANNUAL) 
• fOUR STATES AND IoIATIJNAl 

SINGLE AUDITING 
• INDEPENDENT 

THANK YOU 
Ben Jesse 

.& 
Andy Paiden 

FSM Delegates 
• Nodi, FiJi 

September 01-03, 2009 



PNG 

Navy Mulou 
Health Economist. NDoH 
Nadi NHA Workshop 
Sep 2009 
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First Round NHA Experience 
Country Background: PNG 

• Population: 6.5 million 

• Land Area: 463, 840 Square Km 
• Per Capita GDP: K2, 971 (USs 1, 038) 

• Birth Rate: 2.1M> 
• Infant Mortality Rate: 77 per " 000 

• MMR: 733 per 100, 000 

• Life Expectancy: 54.5 years 

Coin' 
York 

--AUSTRAL'A 
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@ Staffing. The temporary NHA Research Assistant 
left. And it's back to square one. 

@) The temporary members of the NHA team are no 
longer in existence. 

@) Staff commitment an issue. This is because there are 
no permanent NHA staff like Sarnoa & Tonga. 

® No permanent NHA office. Issue of where to house 
the NHA. NSO?, Treasury?, Finance?, Central Bank?, 
NDoH?? 

" 

" . 
, .. , 
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----

First Round NHA Experience 
• Health Economics Unit (temporary base) 
• Staffing: Initially two part time staff. The HE plus one 

NHA Research Assistant, and PNG NHA Team. The 
team consists of temporary staff. Membership was 
drawn from people who were full time workers. This 
arrangement became an issue as there was no 100% 

commitment from team members. 

rst Round NHA Experience -
continued 

@ Capacity building. A big effort is needed in this area. 
We need full time NHA staff. In the NDoH 
restructure there will be two extra economists. One 
of them will be devoted full time to NHA. In 
addition, the Corporate Services Division has 
indicated to provide extra support to NHA work The 
NHA team members attended a NHA introductory 
workshop in late 2000. 
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® The skills and theoretical knowledge gained at this 
workshop however, where not sustained as majority 
of them left soon after. There was also no one to 
pass the NHA skills as there were no permanent NHA 
staff as mentioned. 

® Data collection. Ad-hoc and not regular. Lots of data 
gaps. 

® Issues: Poor responses by the private sector. 

continued 
® However, fielding of the HIES was a very expensive 

exercise, and NSO really struggled to secure funding 
for this special survey. 

® Policy use aspects 
The NHA results were used quite extensively by the 

NOaH, together with the MTEF to make inform 
decisions with regards to resource allocation. E.g. 
placing a cap on hospital funding, and 

• Data collection. Institutional linkages to other 
stakeholders were there. However, these linkages 
were very weak. This is because the responses from 
them in terms of providing data on a regular basis 
were very poor. 

• Funding for data collection. For routine data the 
costs were met from the NDoH recurrent budget. 
Other like the HIES, the cost was met by the NSO. 

~First Roun 
Inued 

and investing more in primary health care programs. 
E.g. more resources for priority programs like 
Immunization, Safe motherhood, TB, Malaria, 
HlVjAIDS etc. 

User fee policy was almost done away with. 
Slowly reduce user fee levels in government rural 

health facilities and at the same time increase the 
budgetary support for these facilities etc. 



Lessons learned 
® A good & effective networking with both the public and 

private sector stakeholders including DPs for the purpose 
of data collection is critical; 

®The NHA unit must be properly housed or institution-al
zed; 

®The NHA unit must be adequately staffed with the right 
personnel; 

®These NHA staff must be properly trained and equiped 
with appropriate NHA skills 
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Lessons learned - continued 

• The NHA staff must be supported and 
mentored by a NHA expert for at least 2 years. 
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FIRST ROUND OF NHA IN 
VANUATU. 

Nadi, Fiji 1-3 September 2009 

1. Country background 

Vanuatu 
Solomon 

tdands 

Vanuatu. 
Port Vil.l 

Presentation Outline 

1. Background information 

2. First round Country NHA 

3. Experiences 

4. Lessons Learnt 

5. Future Plan. 

Country Profile Cont .. 

Area: 12,336 sq kIns 

POPUbtiOD: 215,446 (2008 est) 

Capital dty: Port Vila 

People: 98.7 percent of the population arc efni-vanuatu ethnicity. The 
remaining 1.3 percent of the resident population divides into different 
ethni~ groups (part ni-vanuaru. other Melanesian, Poi}TIcsian, Micronesian. 
European, and Chinese). 

Languages: lbere are over 130 different vernacular languages in use in 
Vanuatu but Bislama, which has similarities to the pidgin spoken in Papua 
New Guinea and the Solomon Islands, is the lingua franca of the 
arclUpeJago. Bislama, English and French are the official languages, with 
the laner two as the principal languages of education. 



Country Profile Cant .. 

Religions: Most Chnstian denominations are represented, WIth the 
Presbyterian church bemg the largest followed by the Anglican. Catholic 
and Seventh Day Adventist churches. 
CurrePCY: Vatu 

Membership ofinteraationai g:roups/orgaaisatioDs: United Nations 
(l}N), the CommoDwealth. the NOD-Aligned Movement, the InlematlonaJ 
Mon~ Fund, the World Bank, Pacific Islands Forum (PIF), the Asian 
Development Bank (ADB), the Organisation Intemationale de la 
Francophonie and the Melanesian Spearhead Group. 

Educadoa: Enrollment in Primary i.s 10Q% within rapi.d fall-otr20% 
secondary and upper secondary. 

Health: Health Information Mortality Rate (2007) 53/1,000. Life 
Expectancy 63 years. 

Work Force (1999): 134,000. Agriculture 65%. Industry 5%. Services 30% 

Features ofnrst-round Country NHA 

• NHA start year: NHA for year 2005 
developed in July 2007. 
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Country Profile Cont . 

GDP, S560 milIiou(2OC8 est) 

GDP pl"r • .,tIa: $4,700 (l008 <II) 

AD.ulpP'"llo: 4.7%(2001 UN ESCAP) 

lafl.tlq, 2.50/. (2008 L'N ESCAP) 

PopodJ,t:in ,"wth: lJ98"1i (lOO9 cst) 

Aid aDd do ... lopmnt: Fo~icD lid conrimles.lO pII)'1 major role ill !be o!CQMJ;IJ)'. MBjOTdomr p&I1IIen an: 
A __ C ........ the £_PQD l.huollaDd New Zulud n.. UN cluJ"" V_tuu.l.cut DoM:Ioped 
Co!lllJy 

Work Plan for NHA 2005 

NHA Task Timelines 

Launch NHA Exercise for 2005 F<b 2007 

Surveys and secondary data April 2007 
collection 

NHA matrices. and data analysis July 2007 

NHAReport July 2007 

NHA Dissemination workshop 
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Types of classifications/table available 

types of NHA tables, e.g. FS x FA, FAx HP, 
etc. 

r .. " 10: nNANCING AGENTS 10 PlfOVIDBLS.1rNn v ............. _ ... __ ... _ 

---- 1'L£~~_I-=-I~ r.";': __ ~~ ~ 

::. -._.--.= 

Table 9: Sources of Funds to 
Financing Agents, 2005 

. ...... . 

Summary Statistic 
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Expenditures by Financing Agents 
Flnlnclng Ag.nts Amount Percent Per Capk.t 
Mi".~.I)'.~.~. 11)23,619,1.11 65.3% 4.6, •. 25 
NPF 00% 
Mi'.I~rr. t>l.1.t'(l1"':"f,a~. s.,G~t. ~.itrv;U5 0.0% 
PIMte InsunJnu Emerp-.u.. 40,000,707 2.S% 
~lf':'.3~.~lln.b,?~~· .. O.'.JTo!p'orJ..~ 27J.~ .. A47 114% 
Nt.,,-Govelllll'NU/OIf}3ajUtiom 53jB4,693 3.4% 
PtivJlI *,:r ff(tffl fExpat CommUllhy .CiroU{lJ. 1~,548.ll.6 0 9% 
£I(>".I:!~.A~c.I~. 16(.,275)8.2 10.5% 

Tl)o/ 1.5/it,715,l72 tW~ 

Financing ADant. 20115 

Uses of Health Funds 

184113 
\ 22B.65 

14,44 
6107 

740.47 
7,~71.05 
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Results 

- Vanuatu's tOlal spending 011 health is 4.1 % of GOP 01" USD 67 pa' capita 

- Public share oftola! =rcruiiture on health is high (2.5% of 4.1~. GOP) or 61% of 
total bc:altb expenditure 

- low cost recovery in the public sector (IY. of public e::..penditurc) 

- high dcpcndc:ncc: on dODor assistarn;c {or vertiQl programs panicuiariy for public 
health programs 

- WHO Assistance and Donors are needed to improve health status 

- Institutionalization plan has been prepared w:ith assistance of WHO 
oonsu1tmt 

- NHA. will be prepared every second year to enhance policy and health 
deciSIOn making 

First Round NHA Experience 

OffIce that Implement the first NHA Project: Ministry 
of Health: Finance Unit. 
Staff Commitment: Three (3) staffs of the Ministry of 
Health assist the WHO consultant to conduct the NHA 
for 2005. 

Capacity Building: Not enough training for the 
assisting officers. 

Data Collection and Institutional links: There is a 
link with National Treasury Finance and National 
Statistic data. 

Funding for data collection: WHO has provide the 
fund for the first-round NHA survey. 

First-Round NHA Experience 

technical assistance provided: World Health 
Organization, Financial and Consultant. 

office responsible for NHA: Ministry of Health: Finance 
Unit 

First Round NHA Experience 

Policy L'ses Aspects: 

NHA results have been used for advocacy, planning, and 
budgeting; 

For example (I), it has been used by the Ministry of Health 
Refonn Task Force for developing the current Health 
sector Policy. 



First Round NHA Experience 

• Lack of Political will 

• Lack of Awarenes 

• Lack of Manpower 

Lack understanding on NHA 

Need external support 

Difficult to obtain data. 

Lesson Learnt (Cont.) 

o Staffing: 

o Lack of staff to implement the frrst-round 
NHA. There is no estahlished position. 

OTraining: 

o Lack of training to do the survey and 
processing the collected data. 
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Lesson Learnt 

QData: 

o Some respondent reluctant to respond to 
questionnaires due to the limited knowledge 
about the objective of the NHA. After we 
went and explain the objective of the NHA 
then they respond 

Future Plan 
Development of NHA Policy 

Setup a of NHA steering committee 

• BUilding NHA capacity 

Develop a Work plan for the second-round 
NHA. 

Public Awareness (Political, Private, 
Government and NGOs). 



NHA Prospects: 
COOK ISLANDS 

Overview of Country Health 
Sector 

1. Where do people get health care? 

> 6 Hospitals (1 in Rarotonga, 5 in Outer Islands) 

> 8 Health Centres in the Outer Islands 

> A few private providers. Number of traditional 
healers not confirmed 

2. Who else pays for health services other than 
government? Donor Agencies (Health programs) 
and NGOs to some extent 

ANNEX 10 

Country Background 

1. Population: 21,000 people (March 09\ 

2. Land Area: 240sq km, 15 islands 

3. GOP: NZ$13,648 per capita, 5.4% GOP 
growth in 200S, tourism driven 

4. Birth Rate: 20.1,261 births in 200S 

5. Mortality Rate: 3.S in 2008 (infant rate) 

6. Life Expectancy: 6S (66 male, 70 female) 

~,eal1:h Policy & Planning 2009/10 

1. Institutional strengthening of health 
systems 

2. Workforce development 
3. Strategic partnership with MOH NZ 
4. Protection of the Cook Islands from 

International Health Public Health Threats 
5. Strengthening Hospital systems 
6. Community Development 

~" ...... , •• , l'-l~ ......... ~,~ ~JI 
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NATIONAL HEALTH 
ACCOUNT 

PROSPECTS: 

KIRIBATI COUNTRY 

Q PerC,pili GOP 
~ In 2008 , Kiribati's Per capita GOP at current 

market prices (US$) was S789.78 

o BIf'1:h Rate 
.. The crude birth rate (per 1000 populanon) was 

26.80. 

o Infant MDrtality rate 
... T~~ in~ant J..I.ortality rate (per 1000 live births) for 

Klnbatl was 52 
(2008 revision) 

'Ii 

~ '~lJj~1r [. ?'i:~ ~~~~)QI~l~ ·~rJ". 

®Demographics and Health 
oPopulation size and land area 

• ,consists of 33 low-lying atoll islands in three m . 
Island groups: the Gilbert, Phoenix and Line am 
Islands . 

... Spreads over 3.5 million kilometres of ocean 

.. Total land area of QL!!y 8' 1 5Quare kilometres. 

... 2006 estimated population of Kiribati - 93,706. 

o life expectancy 
·>In 2005, Kiribati's life expectancy 

at bIrth was estimated at 58.9 
males and 63.1 female 

-



Financing issues in Health 

Budget cuts in 2009 - due to economic 
downturn. Cuts in operating budget & freeze 
personnel budget 

Pandemics - dengue fever & H1Nl 
Infrastructure - continuous upgrade of 
Health facilities, sanitation & equipment 
Patient Referral- capacity, high charter costs 
and increase in airfares (particularly 
domestic) 

Who will drive NHA in the Cook 
Islands? 

NHA will be useful to guide policy 

Finance Department 

Assisted by MOH statistician, CI 
Government Statistics Office, Medical & 
Dental Association and traditional healers 
(utilise small scale) 

Thankyou 

sefulness of NHA to guiding 
policy 

NHA will be useful to guide policy 

To provide cost analysis on key health 
activities 

To measure performance of Health Services 
against key objectives (both public & 
private sectors) 

To enable regional and international 
comparison & benchmarking 



l!l~g?$,}lJt~% \"J CC";":i' :~~;"ii~. ,t;~#iE ~ ~~'f~ 

r.x¥~~~~~~"'tL~ ~hY~ 

It is useful to have comprehensive data: 

0) Need a comprehensive system so that government 
will able to use its resources wisely . 

• To a.\I()id dl4>licabon In terms of spendmg donor funds on a 
particular priority area/a.ctiVlty and government also 
budget for that 5ame priority area/activity 
lack of Information and data on donor ftJnds. There 15 no 
centrahzed coordination and planning of externally 
assisted heclLth projects at the MHMS, hence the lack of 
consolidated information on health finandn~ from 
external sources. 

0) Mobility of staff - Administrative officers 
Staff c!lIn move on but data will stay with the- Mmistry. 
Should have a recurrent and development bud~t manual 
and II.wdelines 

Establish and maintain data base on health expenditures 

Kam rabwa and that's end of 
presentation 

Thank you. 
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'V, 

i ~~-t;$iE'~ iJ,f ~:.:~m:, ';"'"~-- A~,~~ ~f.tr~,U'f:; 

Morbidity "" 200' Momllty 
1\.(lIte rupi~to'Y 76,113.6 1Q2,14 Sil'" aM:! IO'f'T\ptG",~ It'Id. 

disusl!S • III .:jerined 

DllIrrh~al dl5Hses ~O,1500 22,647 Dlsnsesofthe 
circulatory syslem 

Eve diseases 7.527 10247 Infectlon5 and p.rasltic 

diseases 
Skin diR,ues 1971 79' P~iltalall1dl1:lG/lS 

Communi(;;lble '87 69. Diseases of the " dise ...... fl!SplnltOry syftem 

Non- CommUrlitlble '" .SO Dlse ... n of the dirMtrve " 55 
dlsenes system 

Nutrltion-rel.ted '" 3" EndDcrine, nutritional .. 49 
dlseans and mmbolic diseases 

Injulie5/pol50nings lOll 87 External nUlcs " Neoplasms " " Diseases of !he blood 

oJ Who else pays/provides for health services 
other than government? 

0;0 Insurance Company such as Kiribati Insurance 
Company 

<- NGO such as KlfHA 

® Where do Kiribati people get health care 
o NUMBER Of' HOSPITAL 

® 3 hospital and 1 is yet to be opened very Soon. 

o NUMBER Of HEALTH CENTRE 
s 24 health centres 71 dispensaries in Kiribati 

o AN>' PRNA TE PROVID£RsT 
® No private health provider in Kiribati. 

o TRADmONAL HEALERS 
:.!l Kiribati has many traditiol'lCll healers who are 

offering various local medical cares. 

:;" ':"-;:C'i~ ;olitl!~b'tdllliif:;; U[" l"'i!~\LII?J ]U~ 
[<Il~mMTI 

,~tIIlCa.I."NKlUn'_~:..t.~~l 

.) 6 priorities areas 
I Improve child Jurvwal, 

II. Improve access to, ane! utilization of quaUty CurllU'ie services 

III. Effidency, effecti'il?1"lKs, sustainabillty, accessibility and affordabitlty 

N. Hea(th financing, plans, politiI!'!;, systems and structures within MHMS 

Health financing issues 
KiriOiltl has jUst completed its Inlthl.l national health accounts 1n 

2009. One of tl'le mdjor financial j:;sUE!'$ in the health sector 
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National Health Accounts 
Consultation 

Nadi. 1-3 September 

Sunia Soakai 

Secretary for Health 
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Country Profile 

• 10.000 population 
• Wealth based on phosphate revenues 

Mismanagement and corruption 
2004 Government introduced reformist agenda 
Salary reduction across public service 
Nauru National Sustainable Development Strategy . 
2005-2025 
Goal 2 "Provision of enhanced social, infrastructure and 
utilities services" 
Health objective "institute a holistic (whole of 
government whole of community approach) to public 
health and healthy lifestyles" 
National Health Plan (2010-2025) 



Social Sector Overview ft;"'{~ ~fIt' 
• Nauruan. Tuvalu and Kiribati 

• Cash based economy 

• Isolated 
• Telecommunications 

• Power shedding 

• Education 

Social Sector Overview t~ 
• Banking system 
• T elecom/mobile systems 

• Power shedding 

• Education system 
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Health Sector Overview ~) 
• 2 hospitals. NGH and NPH. merged in late '90's 
• 60 bed hospital 
• 2007 data. 306 births. 1,455 admissions. 17.147 

OP consults. dental consults. 2.764. 
• NGH houses Public Health and Dialysis Unit 
'235 workforce 
• All doctors. paramedical and specialised nurses 

are expatriates 
• Medical grad. 2010. 3 nurses in 09 and 8 in 10 
• 32 Nauruans currently under training. 17 training 

in Cuba. nursing and allied health in Pacific 

Health Sector Overview ~) --. 
• Health sector!hospital system fragile 

• Basic service delivery platform vulnerable. 
electricity. water supply. plant and medical 
equipment. communications. pharmaceutical 
and consumable supply 

• Hospital information systems weak 

• Staff capacity. morale and motivation 

• Absence of budgetary process 

• Weak financial management 
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WHO STEPWise Survey ~~:» 2!it. 
• 53 % smoking prevalence 

• 73 % prevalence of alcohol consumption 

• 62 % of respondents were obese 

• 22 % of respondents had hypertension 

• 23 % diabetes prevalence 

Finance 

GON: phmphate. fisheries treaties. taxes. 09-10 AUD $ 4 
million (2 million ,alarie,. 300K pharm. 700K OR. I 
million for operations) 

GOA (MOU/Pacific Partnership') AUD $ 3 million 

Taiwan (cash and in kind) 
Cuba (in kind. medical brigade) 

WHO (biannual budget) 

Global Fund (Round 7) 

SPC (NCD) 

WDF 

JICA 
Donor roundtable November 09 

Hospital Workload tti1 "'-i !I,-..c-

07 OT Services J F M A M J J A 5 0 N 0 

LSCS 2 4 1 0 1 0 1 1 2 3 4 1 20 

LSCSlBTL 0 1 a a 1 0 2 1 1 a 1 1 8 
Laparotomy a 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 3 1 7 

Hysterectomy 0 2 a a 0 0 2 0 0 0 a 0 4 

Appendisectomy 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 3 1 3 0 10 

Eye Cases 0 0 21 0 0 11 0 0 7 0 0 0 39 

Vascaths 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 
Circumcission 17 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 

Minor Cases 0 1 17 0 9 0 1 o 19 10 11 7 10 i 84 

Gynae Cases 6 0 3 3 1 4 2 2 0 1 10 4 36 

TOTAL 33 1 24 28 13 6 24 19 29 24 20 31 19 270 

Challenges 

• Governance 

• Financial management 

• Health Information 

• Human Resources 

• Clinical and nursing service best practice 

• Infrastructure 



Challenges 

• NeD 

• STI 
• Teenage Pregnancy 
• Sustainability 
• local ownership. identify potential leaders to 

mentor and coach 
• Build local capacity and encourage further 

studies 
• Requires long term support 

NHA Consult Q's Git) 
------------------------~. 

Initiatives to 5tart NHA ? 
1. Seriously consider 

Potential entities? 
1. T earn effort; Health. Finance. Statistics 

Data sources? 
1. Population census. ADB/SPC DHS 
2. Poor data sources 
3. No NGO providers 
4. Limited data on traditional healers 

NHA constraints 
I. Capacity 
2. Availability of data 

Annex 10 

Impact of GFC 

• Withdrawal of Banking interest 

• Decrease in demand for phosphate 

• Decrease in phosphate prices 

• Decrease in GoA MOU funding 

• GoN donor roundtable in November 
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National Health Account 
for Palau 

Regis Emesiocbe1 
Tomasa Rechesenge1 

Expenditures by Financing Agents 

DirwctHouaehoid 
OOP ... 

Outline 

c Health Expenditures 
• Financing Agents 
• Providers 
• Functions 
• Out-of-Pocket Spending 

c Health Sector Analysis 
• Ministry of Health 
• Private Insurance 
• General Private Practitioners 

C Key Issues 
c National Health Insurance Act 

Expenditures by Providers 

o.n.,.' 
o...r~.a& Tr •• tmanl Gowrnmant 

Pro"; .. ,. Hoapital (Belau 

Hoapltll) PrD'VId. ... of 

Gena,al HI,,1tlI 

" .... 'niltr.tion & 

15% ambul.l~ ha.nh 

.% 

""'QA'Ch,.~istll ... d[)-u" 
Sttl ••• 
,,% 



Expenditures by Functions 

Ministry of Health Budget 

MOH Appropr~, 111Q5.2007 

·fL=·:W?~:~rr~: 11 _ 010._ 

L<JcIoAp"'""'· ..... 1 

v~ ", '\. '\. '\. '\ '\ '\ '\ ", '\. '\, 

Out-of-Pocket Spending 

20% 

I 34~~4~ 
I 

17% 
11% 

Sources ofMOH Funds 

Fed.raJ Sourul 
of MOHFundl , .. 
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IDHH OOP to MOH I 
I 

.HH OOP 10 Pnwte 
Insurances I 

o Basic Outpatient MedIcal, 
SeNce9 I 

o Tradltiooal Care I 
I 

• Patient Transport and 

I EmergBIlCY Rescue 

13 Pharmaceuticals and 
other medical needs 
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Uses of Funds (MOH) 

Holp'lai T"'",Fund Adm,n."·""",, 

''''':P'' ~-.:;:.:.' 
a....~ofPubI'" 

Hulth 

." 

General Practitioners 

c Data on Clinics visits 
• Number of people who visited a health professional fOr 

an illness was 19,453 in 2007. 
• Cost per private visit ranges between 20USD for the first 

visit to 10USD for the follow up. 

C Sources of GPs Funding 
• Total provision of ambulatory care visits to private 

clinics and centers amounted to 745 thousands in 2007 
and absorbed 4.5°/D of Total Health Expenditures. Out of 
this total, USD 536 thousands was paid by the 
household aut of pocket and the remaining reimbursed 
by the private insurance companies, 

Private Insurance 

c Health Insurance market in Palau is estimated at 
around 2,300 insured, representing around 10% 
of the total population. 

D Market is shared mostly by four main insurers, 
each of them having between 500 and 600 
insured. 

c The Monthly premium in Palau varies between 
USD 50 and USD 70 per single and a rate of USD 
180 per family. 

c The total Private insurance health expenditures 
market was estimated to USD 1.6 million in 
2007. 

Key Issues 

D Several key issues ,n health care finance. 
Expenditures In relation to GDP are hlgl'l enll,n Line with DECD ~ountfles 
averages (1D 8 pUCei'll) 

• One-ttllf"d of PDIDU'~ health expenllitur~ derive 'rom external a,a 
• P'rwate expendlttJre5 n'prllSent.28 percent of $!'dor-....,de expend,r .. res 
• Private tKpef1(i,tures represent 12 percent at M'nlstry of Htaltn txperld,tures 

a Several Kev policy iSSUes: 
How much should Palau spend em hellttl servICes' 
How mum the Ministry of Health should spend? 
HOw much t:t1e people of P<lII<lIu afford to spend? 
How can the Government recover some of its budget? 

~~:~~I~ fi~~gr~rf~":;:l:ti-:~g~~t~~g:~;~~~n~gl;~i!le~It~~~i2~:"'~:1 
scheme? 
How mud'! can we collect and who should fund the proposed Health ,nsurance 
scheme' 
HOW the Republ,c of Palau st10uld shape tf\e hult" sector f.rlence :0 I,t t1"Ie under 
or over use of the preventive versus curatlv~' 
What should be the role of the Donors, puDI" sector al'ld pnvate sector '" Palau' 



National Health Insurance Act 

c Two Tiered Approach 
• Medical Saving Account (MSA) 
• Social Health Insurance (SHI) 

C Outcome 
• Sustainable Financing 
• Off-island care 
• Improved health-reduced health costs 

EMPLOYERS EMPLOYEES SElf-EMPLOYED 
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MSA/SHI Financing 
c Mandatory contributions by employers (2.5%) and 

employees (2.5%) 
c Mandatory contributions for self employed workers 
D Government to subsidize Social Health Insurance 

contributIons for non-working elderly (60+) and the 
disabled. 

D Family dependents covered by social health insurance 
under workers' social health insurance contribution (family 
coverage) 

D Social health insurance contributions (2.25%) deducted 
from MSAs 

c Social Security Administration to act as Health Financing 
Agency 
• Collection of MSA/SHI contributions 
• Collection of user fees from MSA's or out-ot-pocket payment. 
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National Health Accounts 
Prospects - Solomon Islands 

Presented by 

Ms. Baakai lakoba 

Mr. Clyde Funusui 

Overview of Health Sector 

• Where do people get health care? 

• Total Health Facilities: 323 excluding Private Clinics 
- Hospitals: 12 
- Area Heatth Centres. 30 
- Rural Health Clinics: 109 
- Nurse Aide Post: 172 
- TradItional healers: Unknown 

- Pnvate Provider. 10 
- Other health service providers: NGOs· SIPPA 

Country Background 

• Population size: 518.338 (2009 projection) 
- 85% of people dwelting in rural areas 

• Land area: - 64927 km' 
• GOP per capita: US$2.046.57 (2008) 
• Crude Birth Rate: 34 per 1000 pop. (1999 census) 
• Infant Mortality Rate: 27 per 1000 (2007 SIOHS) 
• Life expectancy: 61.1 
• Main causes of morbidity: Clinical malaria/ARI 
• Main causes of mortality: unknown (gel WHO 

figures) 

Overview of Health Sector 

• Who else pays for health services other than 
govt? 
- Statutory Companies 

• Solomon Telecom 

• SIPA 
• SINPF 



Top health issues based on health 
policy and planning documents 

• National Health Strategic Plan 2006 - 2010 
- People focus 
- Public Health Programs 
- Malaria 
- Child Health illness 
- Non-Communicable Diseases 
- HIV/AIDS and STI 
- Family Planning and Reproductive Health 
- Health System Strengthening 

Annex 10 

Do you see comprehensive data on 
health expenditures (such as NHA) 
useful for guiding policy? 

- Yes, it is an important tool to keep track of all 
health expenses 

- It provide useful information for assessing the 
cost effectiveness of all health service delivery 

- To assess the performance of health care 
services 
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CONSULTATION ON SUPPORT FOR THE 
DEVElOPM ENT OF NATIONAL HEALTH 

ACCOUNTS IN THE PACIFIC 

MINISTRY OF HEALTH 
TUVALU 

1-3 September 2009 
Nadi, Fiji 

Background Information 

• Source of funding is mainly from Government 
through the Ministry of Health 

• Funds from MOH cover most of all curative 
health services in country and any referrals 
overseas 

Funds from Donors cover most of all public 
health programs and activities 

• Major funding agencies WHO, UN agencies, 
GFATM, SPC Programs 

Background Information 

NHA introduced in October 2007 

Need was identified in 2007 due to a concern 
raised by the MOH relating to lack of funding 
coordination in health in Tuvalu. 

• NHA Committee Established in 2008 

• Recent changes in Senior Staffing a cause for 
delay in moving forward 

Background Information 

GowennMnI PrlvII.FA RestafWortd 

fA MOl.. TNPF Priv.lte H/hold NGO Donor InIN,..~tl()nal 

Providers 93_88 6_12 

Function 93.88 612 



Financing Sources (FS) 

• FS1· Public Funds - National Government 74% 

• FS2 - Private Funds · Household 0.2% 

FS3 - Rest of the World - Donor s 6% 

~ • ., MOtlIU<li/e1', :ocrr 

---
.~·Ir""''' 

Financial Agents (FA) Expenditure 

Annex 10 

Financing Agents (FA) to Providers 

Financial Agents (FA) Expenditure 
Budget 2007 

l...--__ .:J 
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Financial Agents (FA) Expenditure 
Actual 

Next steps 

Re-group NHA Committee 

Develop action plan 

Finalize and endorse NHA Program 

• Assess NHA Program for 2008, 2009 ...... 

Include all agencies contributing to health in 
Tuvalu 

Advice Government 

2007 Summary 

Ministry of Health provides most funds 

Budget don't reflect actual expenditures 

NGO funding and others unclear 

Public Health programs rely heavily on Donor 
funding mechanism 

• i 

1 

, 
J 



Development of standardized 
Pacific NHA materials and 

estimation tools 

ConaU'tati:;m on Suppgrtfot Che Oevslopn..ntof NfiA II' It>c Pacific 
'..J~,2009 

N~,FUi 

Purpose 

To support institutionalization of NHA in 
Pacific region, with focus on FSMNanuatu/Fiji 
- As part of the ADB Pacific NHA Project 

To provide tools and regional resources to 
facilitate and sustain production of NHA 
estimates at national level 
- Based on preliminary review of country NHAs 

- Drawing on regional best practice 

ANNEX 11 

Outline 

Purpose of this exercise 

Observations on current practice 

Potential Pacific NHA guidelines/tools 
- NHA Framework & templates 
- SHA cross-reporting & templates 
- Database design and standardization 
- Estimation methods 

Process 

1. Assessment of NHA reports and data from 
PICs 

2. Comparison with regional best practice 

3. Discussion of proposals with PICs 
counterparts in Nadi 

4. Development of draft materials with ADS 
project funding, and pilot-testing in FSM, Fiji 
and Vanuatu 
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Purpose 

To support institutionalization of NHA in 
Pacific region, with focus on FSMNanuatu/Fiji 
- As part of the ADB Pacific NHA Project 

To provide tools and regional resources to 
facilitate and sustain production of NHA 
estimates at national level 
- Based on preliminary review of country NHAs 

- Drawing on regional best practice 
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Outline 

Purpose of this exercise 

Observations on current practice 

Potential Pacific NHA guidelines/tools 
- NHA Framework & templates 
- SHA cross-reporting & templates 
- Database design and standardization 
- Estimation methods 

Process 

1. Assessment of NHA reports and data from 
PICs 

2. Comparison with regional best practice 

3. Discussion of proposals with PICs 
counterparts in Nadi 

4. Development of draft materials with ADS 
project funding, and pilot-testing in FSM, Fiji 
and Vanuatu 
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Critical issues 
National NHA frameworks & Adaptation of 
international standards 

Issues in reporting according to international 
requirements & Limited use of regional 
comparisons 

Methodological difficulties 
- Functional separation of hospital care 

- Out-of-pocket spending at private providers 

- Treatment overseas 

- External donor flows 

HR constraints - Turnover, limited numbers 

NHA frameworks/standards 

1. Guidelines for written documentation of 
national frameworks? 

MS Word templates to use to set out 
definitions and deviations 

2. Pacific series of Regional Green Papers on 
SHA implementations? 

Standard layout for describing NHA 
implementations 

3. Guidelines for NHA report writing 

NHA frameworks/standards 

Almost all PIC have adopted the SHA standard 
as basis for their NHAs 

- Implementation problems noted: 
• Total health spending not defined the same way in 

each country 

• Deviations from standard definitions not always 
clear 

• New categories not always clearly defined 

• Inconsistencies in interpretation of categories 

.. Need for clear documentation 

- Matters for both local teams and users 
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c:r.cuISOt)' S;X,,1 MCUmy ;I·cg'll.,rne& ~I·nd f:>' ;sd.,.:1.100 0' ,0,;55 Of 
i~CCMI ';" ,~-a:leq!.J~:' .e.a'r,.,~ ~~=.!I.~ d~ 1.:1 "C-'!""''S$ ano" /II." ~~~al 
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Example of dual coding 
OECD SHA 2000 :- -SLN-HA 20'0-0- - - - - - --, 

I "I Pr.ventrn: ilnd publlt Malth services 

HC6.1 MCH, FP and counselling~e.1 Family plllorling & RH services 

HC6.2 School health services ! I ~=~ n:= care 

HCe.3 Prevention of communicable 
dosease 

dISease 
HC6.S Occupational health care 

HC6.9 All other miscellaneous public 
health services n.e_c 

F."iypl",,","g.~C" 

OIllerRH • ...".. .. 

F6.2 Schclol health services 

STD', 

Pf......,Hon&m~ ... !orO!!)..
eommu,,",ablol d"_ .. n .• ,~ 

F6 4 Pre~ntion of non-communlC-abie 
d~ease 

F6.5 Dcc::upabonal health care 

________ ~: __ F.!i.~~ ~~!!:'$.E'-.!e~8.!. n!.~ __ _ 
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International reporting 

Deviations in framework imply that national 
results are not always consistent with 
international definitions 
- Do countries have procedures to report health 

expenditures using both local definitions and 
international definitions? - "Dual reporting" 

- Important for comparisons within region & 
international reporting, e.g., to WHO 

.... Need for guidance on how to support dual 
reporting 

International reporting 

1. Guidelines on how to implement dual 
reporting in NHA frameworks? 
- To facilitate customization of NHA frameworks 

to meet local needs, whilst faCilitating 
international reporting 

- Excel mapping tables 

2, Regional mechanism to collate national 
estimates and convert into international 
formats? 

- Potential role for Pacific Sub-network 

" 
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NHA database design and 
standardization 

Some PICs already using simple Excel tools 

Observed limitations: 
- Designed as single year estimations and not 

multiple years estimation 
- Provides minimal support when data are 

misSing in individual years or for checking time 
consistency 

- Limited flexibility in way tables are produced 

...-Need for guidance on improving design of 
NHA databases 

NHA database design and 
standardization 

1. Guidelines on improving NHA database 
designs 

2. Database templates for compiling NHA 
results 

Improved database design 
YEAR ,SOURCE PROVIDER FUNCTION AMOUNT 

2001 !S1.3 Ip2.4 F1.1 $1020 
2001 IS1.3 P2.4 F1.2 $2090 

2001 IS1.1 P1.1 F1.2 $ 85. /) 
2001 I S1.2 P3.1 . F1.3 l..i. 231 ~ , 

2001 F1.1 F1.2 ' F1.3 TOTAL 

51.1 $85 I $ 85 

51.2 $2,31 $ 231 

51.3 $1,020 $2,090 $3,120 

Total $ 3,536 

Estimation methods 1 

Functional separation of hospital spending 
• OifficulUes in estimating inpatient/outpatient? 

Categorization of prevention and public 
health spending (HC6) 

• Category applied too broadly in some countries 

Spending by external donors 

... Guidance for improving methods 

... Belter sharing of existing methods 

... Regional cooperation on data collection 

" 



Estimation methods 1 
1. Short technical guidelines on how to estimate 

inpatient/outpatient spending, with specific 
details/recommendations for covered 
countries 

2. Short technical guidelines on how to classify 
and estimate preventive/public health 
spending 

3. Short technical guidelines to improve 
estimation of donor spending 

- Standardized Pacific survey form? 
- Regional hub to collect data from key donors? 

OECD Private Expenditure 
Guidelines 1-,.-_.-. ---

I II. ::::~2"".:"C",-._ 
Ii 
i 

=':.:;:-.. ::=.=--'~---~-.. 

II, ... 
j =~~==-

I 

I 

Includes 
Guidance on adjusting 
household survey data 
estimates 
How to reconcile 
conflicting sources of 
data 

Estimating pharmacy 
sales 
Etc ... 

" 

" 
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Estimation methods 2 

Household out-of-pocket spending at private 
providers 
- All providers, Traditional providers 
- Limited use/capacity to analyze household 

survey data? 
Household spending for treatment overseas 

.r Guidance for improving methods 

.r Better sharing of existing methods 

Estimation methods 2 

1. Private expenditures: Written guidelines to 
supplement WHO PG and OECD guidelines 

With specific notes for covered countries 
- Descriptions of effective surveys of traditional 

providers 
Short training course open to all countries 

2. Overseas treatment: Short technical 
guidelines on best practice 

- Standard survey form and procedures 

17 

" 
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Human resource constraints 

High turnover 
- Loss of skills and institutional memory 

Limited HR in individual countries 

- Limited capacity to support more complex 
analyses 

... Support institutional memory with better 
written documentation on methods 

... Greater use of regional mechanisms to 
collect and analyze data 

Summary of proposed tools 

Pacific region short course on private 
expenditure methods 

Regional-level initiatives 
- Regional mechanism to collect and make 

available PIC NHA results 
- Regional mechanism to obtain data on major 

donors and feed to country teams 
- Pacific series of Green Papers to document 

country NHA implementations 

Summary of proposed tools 

Written guidelines to supplement WHO PG, 
with Pacific relevant examples and notes: 
- How to document country NHA frameworks, 

including templates for covering definitions, 
and guidance for facilitating dual reporting 

- NHA database design 
- Private expenditures estimation 

Style guide on writing NHA reports 

Standard survey forms 
- Donor spending 



Moving Forward: Inventory 
of Data and Surveys in 

Countries 

Sandra Hopkin_ 
Strengthening Ellidence Based Policy-Making in the 
Pacific: Support for Development of NaUonal Health 

Accounts 
ADB RET A 6495-REG 

(oMulbdi .. " .. " support for tile D.velop_ of NHA in the Pacific: 
1-3 Sept .... ber, 200V Nadl, F"oji Curtin 

Inventory of Data Sources 
FIJI 

Data Source for 2006-2007 NHA 

1 Budget Estimates 2007 

Analysis of Budget MoB v:;; WoO vs 
GOP 

3 MoH 1007 Annual Report 

MoH RegistratiOIl Section 

S MoH Statistics Section 

.\!oH Finance 

MoH HRVnit 

• MoH Fiji Pharmaceutical Services 
( lato 0) 

, ". ~ 

Data on Mortality causes of deaths and 
morbiclity 

Oversea;; faliall Rcrcnals. NZAID 
OMTS, Private GPs, Dentists 

Data from Patient Information Svstem 
PATIS, Health Institutions, • 
Distribution of Facilities and Beds by 
Div;slI:ms: 

Expenditu~ and Revenue Data from 
FMIS System 

Staffing Details 

List of Private Pharmacies 

ANNEX 12 

First steps 

• After developing standardised 
material, tables and estimation tools 
comes data collection strategy 

• An inventory of data and surveys 
should consist of regular and 
irregular data collection 
• Administrative data, regular surveys 

and commissioned surveys 

Vanuatu 

Sou...,. 

SUn'9yQ'-''''''. NOO."'" ",""tstarial 
8v<lllel C ... "nl_ inlotma~QI\ 

Emplcl)w~h"lIl.cIKitI\"(4 .... p""",) Su....,.ol ... pI<>,oOtI 

Ou(.",.poco..t.>;>...d'~",,,,,pn ... l._ pul>loc....,'."'p_""" ...... otn .. 
medallr...h..,.WlI_"", 
p/1"""""'~ 

I 

~o",MoId ",,"'!Iy '.1QOg houo.a!\QId """"'Y 
.... 011 In 200~ haJj""" n •• 1:h 00C«IUI'I1I 

lOOtih"-"""""."~ 
O<q>IINIdu' •• .-yr-.-a ..... ' .... ) 
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Federated States of Micronesia 

.E''''':.',:.''.'i,-:!!·lo'.'",,:, 
~1"'".," .. ,uo<,," 
,1:1 ,~I~""': h",)1 c"",'.:h<_,L'~' 
'C",', ~ t<:"~1 "<~,",'. ", •. 1,:, 
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I~: • Ih., "\,"f-.,,r-; ~ • .,~,. 
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Data collection: some key issues 

• Main purpose is to fill NHA matrices 
• Always check first for secondary data 
• Primary data collection can be 

expensive and time consuming 
• Try to obtain the same estimate from 

more than one data source i.e. 
triangulate the data 

~yrtin 

Make a work plan 

• Description of activity, 
• Indicators to measure activity, 
• Means of verification, 
• Responsibilities, and 

• Due dates 

Curtin 

Checking the correctness 
of the data 

• Conforms to: 
• health sector boundaries 

(research, education, nutrition) 

• time period 
(calendar year, accrual accounting) 

• NHA content 
(current prices, final use, reSident units) 

Measured in national current units 
Curtin 



SHA definition of current health 
expenditure: 

Final consumption expenditure of resident units 
on health care goods and services 

• exports are excluded as they are health goods 
and services provided to non-resident units 

• imports of health goods and services for final 
use are included as they are provided to 
residents 

• intermediate consumption is excluded -
consists of the value of goods and services 
that are consumed as inputs by a further 
process of production 

Insurance records 

• Social: 
• Easy to assess & reliable 
• May be difficult to disaggregate by 

providers & functions 

• Private: 
• May have limited information on 

deductibles & co-payments esp. by 
functions 

Curtin 

Annex 12 

1. Government records 

• Tend to be the most comprehensive, 
reliable and accurate, 

• But there may be: 
• issues of confidentiality 
• time lags 
• Disaggregation in ways that doesn't conform 

to NHA classifications 

Curtin 
.,;,.,·'""f r, .. ,""",,<;> 

Provider records 

• Hospitals, private medical & dental 
practitioners, pharmacies, ancillary 
services, traditional healers 

• Possible data sources: 
• Providers themselves 

• Tax records 
• Industry associations 
• Regulatory agencies 

Curtin 
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Household records 

• Household income and expenditure 
surveys 
• Provide information on out-of-pocket 

payments 
• Long recall periods reduces accuracy 
• Triangulation is recommended if 

possible 
• Treatment abroad may not be captured 

accurately 

Curtin 

In conclusion 

• Good quality data is essential for 
good NHA estimates 

• Be aware of: 
• Origin of the data 
• Purpose of the collection 
• Level of the data 

C:urtin .. 

Donors & NGO records 

• Annual surveys 
• OECD DAC records 
• Routine reports 
• Maybe in-kind support 
• Maybe expressed in a foreign 

currency 
• Aid may go direct to NGOs 

Curtin 

Questions for country NHA 
compilers 

• What data sources do you use for: 

• Traditional healers 
• Private providers e.g. pharmacies, 

medical practice 

• Aid flows 
• Imports of health goods and services 

Curtin, 
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Surveys required 

Surveys of 
- Government organisations 
- International , overseas and NGO 

organisations 
- Private insurers 
- Private providers 
- Households 

~""~b'IhIo~oINHAIII"'''''''' 
1~~.2OOII 

-'" 

ANNEX 13 

Mr John Goss, 

Principal Economist 
Expenditure & Economics Unit 
Australian Institute of Health and Welfare 

~tion",,&./ppc:oIt"""'~of_In"'''odIo 
'4~,20011 - ." 

Government organisations 
A pOlite request for information specifying 
exactly what is required, why it is required, and 
when data are needed, must be sent to all 
relevant government officers. 
Most data are held within the Ministry of Health, 
but other departments such as Finance, 
Women's affairs and Defence may hold 
important information. 

~_ ... "'-'Ibf""~oINHAIllIhIoP..:lk 
1..:1~.2OOII ....... 
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I nt,Qrrl<:ltiil"'lna I and overseas 
organisations 

Data must be obtained about funding for health by 
international and overseas organisations. 

It is important to ask for information that enables the flow 
of funds to be understood. If the funding goes through 
government organisations, that must be specified 
separately from funding for NGOs and from the 
programs that the international organisations manages 
themselves. 

Consultalla1 on SUfIpDrt tor IhfI De'o'elopmenl at NHA In tie P.cilc 
'-3~,2001 

N~,Fiji 

on-government organisations 
(NGOs) 

Surveys of local NGOs need to be done 
separately from the international/overseas 
organisations 
- Important to understand ftow of OVefSeas funds to the NGOs 

- NGOs frequently cover many areas not just health, and its Quite 
difficult to separate funding streams for the different types of 

services they provide 

~ijOl'l M Suppofttbr!he Oewbpmentof NHA in Ifle P.ati~ 
1-3 september, 2009 

N.dl, Fiji 

rnational and overseas 
organisations 

Sometimes there is a coordinating office 
for international assistance, but they rarely 
have complete information about funding 
flows from outside the country. 

• In-kind and cash donations must be 
separately identified. 

Conaultlillon on s~ for the Develllpment of NHA In till Paclie 
'-3~.2OIl9 

~.f\iI 

rivate insurers & private 
companies 

Need to survey both those doing private health 
insurance and those private companies who 
provide health benefits to their employees. 
Need to reassure them, that data will be kept 
confidential and that it will only be used for the 
purpose for which it is being requested. 

eons ..... b on S~fgf1l'1e ~tol ~HA ~ the Pacik 
1-3 5ep111mber. 2009 

NIIdi,F"iji 



Private providers 

;""","'."'T',~!·~·",N:.:"""'.\ 
, .. (,. 

Surveys in this area are very difficult. 
- Private providers often have very good commercial 

reasons as to why they should not provide the data 
eg if just two providers in private dentistry, then 
publication of total private dentistry expenditure will 
indicate what the competitor is spending. 

- Sometimes the government statistical agency has 
power to force disclosure of the information, and it 
may be better to ask them to do the survey. 

c..nsu/t;Ition on S~far fill! Oeve~of HHA in the P8Cific 
1..3 Sl!pllember, 2Dt19 

t.ladl, FIJI 

Pharmacy surveys 

Private pharmacy data are crucial to 
understanding drivers of health 
expenditure. 

If details of types of drugs can be provided 
that information will be much more 
valuable than just obtaining expenditure 
information. 

Cansultaiion an SlJpportlbr the Oevelapmerlt of NHA In the Pecifte 
1-3 September. 2009 

N-m,FijI. 
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I healers survey in 
Vanuatu 

Out of about 200 traditional healers in Vanuatu, 
20 were surveyed. 
Earnings came in a mixture of cash, food and 
other in-kind earnings 
Traditional healers receive about 1 ,371 Vatu per 
visit. 
Overall traditional healers about 2% of total 
health expenditure. 

Co~ultetlan an Suppa/tfor tn. ~of NHA in the Pack 
1..3 SepIM"lber, 2009 

Nidi, FJi 

~r~"",.,.,,,,,.,~~,,,,,,,"".h( 

',,, ~e'l!f=r:\ ""e:",<'!it¢og 

Household surveys 

• Household surveys are invaluable sources 
of information about out-of-pocket 
payments. Often the only way such 
information can be obtained. 

Statistical agency often has more detailed 
unpublished data which should be 
accessed. 

Car'l!lult.tioo on Supportfllr!he D.veIapm8l'lt of NHA In the Pacitil: 
1..3 Slpblmber. 2009 

Nldt,FIiI 
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Household surveys 
Very useful if health ministry can be 
involved in planning of questions for 
household survey. 
Household surveys too often have 
questions which give very poor 
information, because the questions are not 
adapted to the circumstances of the 
particular country. 

Consultation on Support fI;lr the Development of NHA In the Pacific 
1-3 Sejlten'll*,2009 

Naci,F1JI 

Thank you 

Consu~ on Support for \he OeveIopnwIt of NHA in the Pacffie 
1-3 SeplBrnber, 2009 

Nadl, FIji 

il".t"""'C"'-"O'''"Jr,1<'~m'',", 

'.' ""''''''''''''''~'''''''':''''"C 

Discussion 

What have you learnt from surveys you 
have run in your countries? 

• How do you deal with the commercial-in
confidence issue? 

• Do companies believe you will keep the 
information confidential? 

eor.uII:ation on Supportforthe OeYe~pmentot NHA" the PaclIc: 
1-3 SeplllmbtW, 2009 

Nadi, FQi 



Discussion 

• What ways have worked to get the 
cooperation of private providers in filling in 
surveys? 

COl\llultation 01'1 Support fcor the Dev<illopmentof NHA III the PaGilic 
1-3~,2009 

Nadi. Aj; 

Annex 13 



Training on NHA 
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COl'\&vrt.tion on 911p11C111fur \he Dew:tollmentQf NHA In th, PaclII~ 
1-3 September, 2009 

" .. , '" 
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Topics 

Conceptual issues 
- Overview of National 

Health Accounts 
(NHA) 

- Understanding NHA 
classifications 

- Policy use 

Practical issues 
- Framework 
- Data collection 

- Databases 

- Estimation 
- Institutionalization 

- Resources 

ANNEX 14 

Background 

i Component 2 .. Conducting NHA Pilot Tests 
I (v) train the NHA team on methodology and tools to 

prepare NHAs 

• "Training by doing" 

Knowledge transfer 

• Building local capacity 

Towards institutionalization 

"t~vIHP <0 ••• '.,,',," 

Flow of Funds 
Third-party 

~ 
payer. (51, PI, 

e.' \ -1rk-;" . o£ COOIributI M~~ ~tc.) 
Providers ~6C$ -'" ~ ons ~ " :' I 

(Public, Private, if. '0 ~'-~ Government~ I ...... .P 
NGOs RoWb'o'O r:lli (GGR) ,.n'\&t {1\\U'(t'\s s ;",r, iiil'a",,,, ~cp'~\~"""~. 

-~~ ~ G\?J\ (/) 

,I' /' Payment ~ j 
C5 e> Householdl-?&~ ~ 

0,.. ~~.. g 

GI::" ® .~%~ 
NGOs._, ... 1. IH·P Enterprises 

>~:-:- .."",.",,,,,,,,,,.,,. (employer) 
RoW 
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Government 

Tl1ird-party 
payers 

Households 

NGDs 

Enterpnses 

RoW 

Housahoid 
OOP: Cost

sharing 
(HF.2.3.1-

2.3.91) 

Roles of Actors 

Financing Financing ProvIder I Consumer 
source agent 

X X X 

X 

X X X X 

X X X 
I I 

X X X 

X X X 

Double-counting and 
Cost-sharing 

Total expenditure (NGO financial statements) 

>'IHP 
, """"-~, .. ",,. 

Government 
grants 

NGOfunds 

I 
I 

Important Issues 

Other Important Issues 

Classification of traditional healers 

Import and export of health care 
(transactions with RoW actors) 

"'JHP 



Estimation 

4~IHP 
~""''''.'''.''" 

Bottom-up Approach 

Survey data 

First obtain unit charge / cost (P) and 
volume (0) for specific provider and 
function, then derive total expenditure 
(P x OJ 
Issues related to this approach 
- Incompleteness: coverage of surveys 

- Double-counting 

","IHP 
,/ ,., .. ,-.-~. ~","' 

Annex 14 

Top-down Approach 

Provider or industrial data 

First obtain overall level of expenditure, 
then its composition by provider I 
function 

Integrative Approach 

Use information from different perspectives of 
each set of transactions to triangulate best 
estimate of actual financing flow 
Three perspectives: 
- Financing 
- Provider 
- Consumption (composition of expendttures) 

Where data sources are limited in scope, 
estimate first aggregates, then the 
decomposition 
Assess each data source with skeptiCism 

;}!B.£ 
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Interpolation I Extrapolation 

Indicator variable: variable of interest move in 
tandem with or in a similar fashion 
- e.g., ratio of inpatient expenditure to total 

expenditure 

Inflation measure: variable of interest is 
economic in nature or is highly sensitive to 
price conditions 
- e.g .• trends in GDP deflator or CPI 

Population: variable of interest is related to 
volume 
- e.g. trends in tot~:~i~ip or 65+ population 

{ ",,,,,·· ... 0,.,,.,,,. 

Training Process 

Trial runs with actual data 
- Building up databases 
- Estimation 
- Validation of estimates I triangulation 
- Outputs 
Detailed documentation of data sources and 
estimation procedures 
- Necessary for maintenance and institutionalization 

In-residence 
- Ensure time commitment of NHA technical team 

IHP 

Imputation 

Relationship in the country 

• Advice of knowledgeable people 

• Relationships in other countries 

• The table itself 

IHP 

Discussion Points 

What topics should be included 
specifically in NHA training in the 
Pacific? e.g., commissioned survey, 
disease accounting 

• What should be considered in the 
training process in the Pacific? e.g., 
possible constraints 



NHA Pacific Modules 

@ 
Sandra Hopeins & Keshwa Reddy 

~i'":ifi~~~~~g~~~~eo::e~Oa;;'C::lo~~e~~~~~~lg~~~h 
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Practicalities 

Curtin 

• The modules will be developed in co
operation with POLHN -

• high commitment to online learning in 
the region through POLHN 
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Objectives of formal online learning 

• Contribute to institutionalisation of 
NHA in the region through 
developing human resource capacity 

• Ensure sufficient depth of expertise 
in NHA in Ministries of Health 

• Complement on-the-job training 
Curtin 
')·I,,..~ .~lt'<"''-cl-.r. 

Learning outcomes 

• Understand basic concepts of NHAs 
• Classify types of expenditure using NHA 

methodology 
• Apply basic concepts of double entry 

book-keeping to data compilation 
• Identify and use available data sources 
• Assess need for supplementary surveys 
• Verify quality of data by triangulation 
• Analyse the NHA estimates and produce 

basic reports for policy purposes 
Curtin 
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Issues for consideration 

• What sort of online learning would be best 
to fulfil the objectives of the online 
modules? 

• Should the learning be self-directed, or should 
there be a tutor? 

• Should there be assessment e.g quizzes and 
assignments? 

• Should the modules be part of a 
certificate/diploma course? 

Curtin 
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Pacific NHA subnetwork 
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Health Accounts Status in Asia-Pacific 1995 

A1'<'NEX 16 

Outline 

Current NHA status in Asia and Pacific 
regions 

Regional initiatives 

Needs and benefits from a PICs network 

Need for common actions 

Proposed Network 
- Structure options 
- Activities 
- Linkages 

Health Accounts Status in Asia-Pacific 2009 

, 
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Current NHA status in Pacific 

NHA efforts at country level since 1998, starting 
in SamoalPNG 

Repeated NHAs only in a few countries: 

- Single rounds: FSM, Fiji, Vanuatu, PNG 

- Repeated rounds: Samoa, Tonga 

Noted difficulties 

- Limited HR I Technical expertise 
- High turnover of staff 

- Limited policy use 

Regional Initiatives (1) 

Asia-Pacific NHA Network I OECD Korea Centre 

- Covers all of Asia-Pacific 

- Annual expert mttgs, data collections, joint activities 

- Benefits: 
• Facilitates sharing of best practices 

• Provides important support to NHA country teams 

- Enables joint activities, such as data collation 
Issues for PICs: 
• High cost/travel barriers to Pies participation 

• Disparities in HRfTechnical resources? 

• Pacific voice muted 

The Seoul 2005 Agenda 



Regional initiatives (2) 

WHO-WPRO PICs NHA Framework 

ADBIWPRO PICs NHA Project 

- Provide framework and support for greater 
regional cooperation within Pacific sub-region 

- Envisage support for PIG NHA Network 
• To date frequent regional meetings, but no real 

network 

- But ultimately experience in other regions 
indicate that regional cooperation must be 
driven by countries 

Issues in developing Pacific 
NHA Sub-network 

Membership 

Organization & decision making 

Linkages 

Activities 

" 
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Needs and benefits of PIC 
NHA Network 

Mechanism to facilitate knowledge sharing 
and regional knowledge retention 

Peer-group support for country teams 

Channel to represent Pacific interests and 
concerns within APNHAN and other regional 
and global for a 

Platform for joint or shared activities 

- Eg: Shared analytical resources 
- Eg: Data collection and comparison of 

expenditure patterns 

Membership 

Countries only or should include external agencies? 
Governments/national authorities or country teams or 
experts? 
Automatic or on basis of selection? 

Suggested approach: 
• COfe membership of countries and selected agencies 

(WHO-WPRO, ADB, World Bank) 

• Core members should be country teams, with 
provision for country teams to nominate additional 
individual experts from their countries 

• Automatic membership jf a country team responsible 
for NHA 

" 
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Organization and decision
making 

Coordinating secretariat 

- Important not only for routine administration 
but also to initiate actions 

- Separate entity or based in one of the 
members/partners? 

- Country-hosted or International agency? 

- Permanent or rotating secretariat? 

Advisory mechanisms 

- Advisory board of selected regional 
representatives? 

Activities 

Platform to support technical support activities 
- Regional learning initiatives 

- Collaborative data collection from donors 

- Regional technical guidelines 
- Technical support services to countries 

Regional data collection and comparative work 
- Pacific sub-region NHA data coliection 
- Liaison with WHO/APNHAN data collections 

Representation of PICs at regional/global fora 

Linkages 

Key regional agencies: 

- WPRO. ADB. World Bank. Ausaid? 

-AIHW 

- Role as stakeholders. resource centres and 
also as potential funders 

APNHAN & OECD Korea Centre 

- Sub or affiliated network? 

- Regular representation at APNHAN/Korea 
meetings? 

Potential sponsors 

WHO-WPRO 

ADB 

APNHAN 

AusAID 

NZAID 

World Bank 

Others? 

" 



For discussion 

How does the group want to move forward? 

How should coordination be managed 
initially? 

Who should take the lead? 

Annex 16\ 

" 



GROUP 1: 
FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF 

TONGANHA 

Mrs. Mati Hutanga 

Mr. Manavahe Ata 

1. Policy Issue 

Communicable Diseases 

Objectives: 

- To estimate the resources used for 
Communicable Diseases 

- Assess the total spending on Communicable 
Diseases 

- To contribute to an evidence base that will form 
an objective basis for prioritization of initiatives 
identified under the strategic plan as well as 
Emergency Ptan 

ANNEX 17 

Presentation outlined 

1. Policy Issue 

2. Background 

3. What's required 

4. Revision of NHA design 

5. New Estimation Procedure 

2. Background 

In early-July 2009, our HIS advised the 
Ministry that there is an outbreak. 
Detail Analysis found that it is caused by 
Cough, Fever and Rhinorrhea (running 
nose). 

• In fact, this is when the HINI Influenza A 
introduced in Tonga. 

• Shortly, few cases of HINI Influenza A 
confirmed positive from Wellington 
including one mortality 
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2. Background: Mar-Aug 09 

PresenHng Compl.inlS • Top 10 Categon .. 

" .. 
'" 

Impact on Average Waiting Time 

Triage Numb.rof " Aver WIltIng time A'IIIIw-'linglimi 
Cat Patient Imln.) ImkI.) 

Week 1·17 IbeIoto _~~17111"-
IlIr 01\ "'.01 

1 18 0.08% 7 

12 41 0.18% 11 

3 463 2.00% 28 

4 835 162% 32 

5 21740 94.12% 42 

iTota! 23097 100.00'4 
Source. HIS 

19 

15 

30 

36 

47 

2. Background (Mar-Aug 09) 

p,. .. nting Complaints· CoughiFevo,/RhlnolTh ... 

Rationale 

• Epidemic consume huge amount of 
resources 
- Require additional medical, clinical & non 

clinical staff 
- Always introduce unplanned spending 

• local (from private clinics) 
• inter-island and/or overseas referral of laboratory 

test, patients etc.) 

Potentially lower quality of health services 
- Longer waiting time to see the doctor 
- Ratio of patient per doctor and nurses 



3. What's required 

• Sources of Funds 

• Data on Cough, Fever and Rhinorrhea 
from all possible health services 
(Govemment, Private etc.) 

Financing Agents who provides relevant 
services on Cough, Fever and Rhinorrhea 

Prospective Study 
• Prepare/Revisit case definition of cough, 

fever and rhinorrhea 

Embedded the case definition to Ministry's 
routine data collection 

Introduced case definition to all other 
relevant stakeholders routine data 
collection 

Determine a study period and routine data 
collection 

Annex 17 

4. Revision of NHA Design 

Sources and accuracy of data will always 
be the main challenge 

It is extremely sensitive in the context of 
Communicable Diseases (Epidemic can 
be occurred in different time in different 
places) 

• Instead of Retrospective Study, WE 
SHOULD DESIGN A PROSPECTIVE 
STUDY 

5. New estimation procedure 

• Determine the criteria that differentiate 
normal and epidemic period of cough, 
fever and rhinorrhea based on historical 
data 

• Analyze collected data regularly 
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Group 2: 
Institutionalizing NHA 

Fiji, FSM, PNG and Vanuatu 

1.1 Policy Announcementf 
Legal Arrangements 

FIJI: The Fiji MoH has endorsed the Establishment ofNHA 
Team and this has been further approved by the Cabinet 
Office for the Establishmen. of a HeFU (July09). And the 
NHA Team is within the ambit of this HCFlJ. The HeF(] to 
be headed by a Heath Economist. 
- Fiji Govt is serious in terms of Policy and Legal Arrangements 

FSM: The MoH has endorsed the development ofNHA but a 
Policy Statement is yet to be developed and approved by the 
AG's Office and Cabinet. MoH has targetted to have this 
approval before end ofNov09 

Outline 

I. Plans to Institutionalize NHA 

2. Institutionalization Challenges 
and Opportunities 

1.1 Policy Announcementf 
Legal Arrangements 

PNG: The development of the Policy is under progress. PNG 
has a NHA Team (equivalent to Steering Committee) since 
2000 but due to NHA not a regular activity the team was 
motionless. But the team has now been reactivated and is 
currently working on a submission to SEM before end of 
October09. Once Senior Executive Mgt (SEM) endorses draft 

paper will be fornrard to Cabinet Office for final approval. 

VANUATU: The Director-General of Health has appointed a 
co-cornmittee in 2007 for the development ofNHA. Upon 
Co-committee's request, DGH has now appointed a NHA 
Steering Committee which comprises of MoH Officials and 
Officials from other Ministries and Stakeholders. A Policy 
Paper is yet to be development and presented to Development 
Committee (OCO) and Cabinet for approvaL This is intended 
to be completed before end ofNov09. 



1.2 Assignment of Office/ 
Unit to Lead Production of NHA 

FIJI: The HCFIJINHA Team is ph)~icaIJy located under the 
Director Infonnation and Planning Di\lision 

FSM: Proposing to have the unit under Dept of Hea1th, Social 
Affairs. The unit of Health Infonnation and PlaMing. 

PNG: Currently its located under Health Economics Unit. 
Future Plan is to be embedded under Corporate Services 
Division ofMoH 

V ANUATIJ: Currently its under Corporate Servlce Finance 
Division. Future Plan is to transfer NHA to Caporate Service 
Planning DiviSion 

1.4 Capacity Building 

FIJIIFSMlPNGN ANUATU: 

Intensive Training required on the 
Development and Production ofNHA 

1.3 Human Resources 
Committed to NHA Work 
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FIJI: Manager Finance has been appointed as the Coordinator. 

FSM: Assistant Secretary for Heahh is the main Cardinator 
supported by Health Planner and Administrative Officer 

PNG: Currently Health Economist is Coordinating supported 
by a Research Assistant. In the proposed new structure the 

Research Assistant will be the NHA Coordinator. 

VANUATU: Manager Finance has been appointed as the 
Coordinator supported by Two other Assistants within 
Corporate and PlHealth in MoR 

1.5 Other Resources Committed 
toNHA Work 

Fl1l: Two other Assistants will be appointed soon plus 
officers within Planning Unit (Research Off. Stats Off.), 
Divisional Accountants and Zone Nurses in rural areas, 

FSM: A Financial Management Specialist wilJ assist in the 
NHA work. Plus the Data Personnel in the Health Information 
Unit 
PNG: The Director Corporate Services Division will assign 
one Accountant to support the NHA work 

VANUATU: Two Officers from the Health Planning Unit, 
Statistician and one from the Hospital. 
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1.6 Other Arrangements 

FIJI: HCFUIl\lJ-IA Team will work in ColIaboration with other 
Govt Agencies, Stakeholders and within various units in MoH 

FSM: NHA work wiJI expand for four states to be included. 
.4.nd also arrangements to work with IT Unit. 

PNG: NHA Team (and Steering Committee) will work under 
a new Policy - the Public Private Partnership Policy (PPPP), 
Fiscal arrangement of the NHA Unit i.e. relocation to 
Corporate Services Division 

VANUATU: NHA Steering Committee will be working 
closely with Co-Committee. 

2.2 Opportunities 

1. A good Management tool for Policy 
Decisions 

2. Regional and International comparability 
(bench-marking) 

2.1 Challenges 

1. Creating Demand 
2. Sustainability of the NHA Teams or Steering 

Committees 
3. Establishing Standard Data Collection 

Methods and Processes 
4. Lack of Financial Resources or Funding 

Group 2 Team 



GROUP 3: 
STARTING NHA 

Cook Islands 

Kiribati 

Nauru 

Palau 

Solomon Islands 

Tuvalu 

POTENTIAL ENTITIES 

• HEALTH/FINANCE; LEAD AND OWNERSHIP 

• WITH COOPERATION FROM; 

• STATISTICS (NATIONAL) 

• NGO'S; FAMILY HEALTH, TMA AGO 

• PRIVATE PROVIDERS 
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INITIATIVES 

• AWARENESS BY PARTICIPATING IN NADI 
MEETING 

• BECOME NHA FOCAL POINTS FOR FUTURE 

DATA SOURCES 

COOKS; HIES, DHS, CENSUS, FY END REPORTS, DONDR 
MONTHLY, MOH STATS, TRAD HEALERS/PRIVATE, INFD 
INTERVIEW, AID MGT 

51; GOV BUD, HIES, SWAPS; DHS, DONORS 

KIRIBATI; GOV BUD, FINANCE (STATS), lOCALiNSURANCE, 
DONORS 

PALAU; FINANCE, HEALTH, HIES, PRIV INSUR, DONORS, 
NGO'S, MISC NATIONAL REPORTS 

TUVALU; DHS, CENSUS, HIES, ECO REPORTS, GOV BUD, 
PRIVATE PROV, NGO, SOCIAL DEVE REPORT, DONOR 

NAURU; GOV BUD, DHS, DONOR REPORTS, ALL OF THE ABOVE 
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CONSTRAINTS 

LACK OF COMMUNICATION/COORDINATION WITHIN 
AND BETWEEN GOV DEPTS AND GOV AND PRIVATE 
PROVIDERS 
LIMITED CAPACITY (HRl 
LACK OF NHA TECHNICAL SKilLS 
POOR AWARENESS OF NHA CONCEPT 
POOR POLICY USE/TRANSLATION OF NHA REPORTS TO 
POLICY 
STAFF MOBILITY 
LIMITED KNOWLEDGE OF WHO PROCESSES 
LACK OF TAilORED TOOLS; QUESTIONNAIRES 

SOLUTIONS 

NHA VALUE OUTWEIGHS CONSTRAINTS 
STATUS QUO NOT ACCEPTABLE 
USE POlHN 
CREATE ORGANISATIONAAND MINISTERIAL 
ENVIRONMENT TO FOSTER NHA 
RAISE PROFilE OF NHA 
SYSTEM DRIVEN AS OPPOSED TO PERSON DEPENDENT 
EXTERNAL ASSISTANCE AND LONG TERM MINIMUM 
OF 5 YEARS SUPPORT TO ENSURE SUSTAINABIUTY 
SUPPORT FROM OTHER COUNTRIES THAT HAVE 
INSTITIONAllSED NHA 
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